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Tuition break pays
Out-state students get in-state rate
By TERI FINNEMAN
News Editor

No matter what state each
MSUM student considers
home, a new administrative
tuition incentive treats everyone like a Minnesotan.
After the implementation of
President Roland Barden’s
“every state/same low rate”
plan this summer, 164 out-ofstate students now pay the
same tuition as a Minnesota
resident or reciprocity state.
“Our objective, of course, is
to attract students from farther away,” Barden said. “One
way to do that is to try to get
a good variety of students
here for a while and have
them go back home and
spread the word. Most of our
students know about us
because of their networks.”
Barden said he began working on the idea with student
senate last year and requested the board of trustees allow
a four-year pilot study. The
board approved the incentive
in May.
“We’re taking very little risk,”
Barden said. “Historically,
we’ve had very few students
from all of the other states.
Nonetheless, we’re assuming
there are a few people out

there who have come because
of the price.”
Barden said another reason
for the reduced cost is due to
declining
numbers
in
Minnesota and North Dakota
high schools.
“We are in the mode of trying
different strategies to see what
will be effective to maintain
the enrollment at a certain
level — which is in the 7,500
range — for years to come,”
Barden said. “We could stand
by and accept it [declining

enrollment] or try the best we
are able to attract students
here from other places. That’s
the route we’re taking.”
Barden said a few other campuses in Minnesota are also
experimenting with the idea,
but MSUM is testing the concept for the state universities.
“When this became an issue
in the legislature about three
years ago, the motivation
there was economic develop

❒ TUITION, back page

Hawaiian moves north
By TERI FINNEMAN
News Editor

Freshman Karen Lin of
Honolulu said the change to
same rate for every state influenced her decision to attend
MSUM.
“I wanted to get far away
from home, but not so
extreme as going to the East
Coast,” Lin said. “My [high
school] teacher used to teach
in Minnesota and she told me
it’s a good place to go.”
Lin said she also heard
MSUM had a good music
industry program and study-

ing in Minnesota is part of a
transitional phase in her life.
“I don’t think Hawaii would
be a good
place to go
back to find
a job for that
[ m u s i c
industry],”
Lin
said.
“I’m going to
eventually
Lin
come
out
here,
anyway. I know that if I stayed
back home for college, I might

❒ OUT-STATE, back
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You da man
Dragon fans Carly Petersen (left) and Abby Pierson cheer on the
winning team Saturday in MSUM’s Homecoming match against
Crookston. See Page 3 for more photos and Page 14 for the story.

Petition explores 24-hour visitation in dorms
By SAMANTHA MILLER
Staff Writer

A petition going around
Nelson and Grantham seeks
to change the hours allowed
for visitation in the residence
halls.
The petition, started by
MSUM freshman Ryan Asp,
asks that visitation hours be
changed to allow visitors of
the opposite sex 24 hours a
day. Asp, a Grantham resi-

dent, sees the petition as a
“tool to help show how many
people are interested in 24hour visitation.”
Asp said he thinks it’s not
fair that only a few dorms
have 24-hour visitation. He
said students want to be treated as adults and that they are
responsible for themselves. He
also said it would allow for allnight group study sessions.
Holmquist,
Snarr
and
Neumaier allow 24-hour visi-

tation,
but
visitors
are
required to register after 2
a.m. Visitation in Dahl,
Ballard,
Nelson
and
Grantham ends at 2 a.m.
Asp said he will seek some
assistance from the student
senate, but will continue with
the effort himself. He has
about 200 signatures on the
petition.
If no changes result from the
petition, he does see himself
continuing to push for change.

“I plan to work on it until it is
finished to my satisfaction and
the satisfaction of others,” Asp
said.
Housing
Director
Beth
Conner said that while a petition alone would not change
the policy, it would certainly
show how many people share
the interest. She said a change
is more dependent on the merits of the argument made
toward change.
Conner said other areas of

residence life that would be
affected would also be taken
into consideration. Another
big factor comes from recommendations from hall councils,
Residence
Hall
Association and the residence
hall staff. Finally, the administration would have to review
these factors.
In the past, residents have
questioned
the
hours.

❒ VISITATION, page 9

Students earns $739 from Web
By DAVE WAGNER
Staff Writer

MSUM senior Brian Beyer had a
dream. He dreamt he was at a
baseball game. He thought ... what
if I could get $1 from everyone in
this stadium? What if everyone
gave me $1, how much would it
add up to? Beyer saw the possibilities.
When he awoke the next morning,
Beyer had an epiphany —
DAVE WAGNER/THE ADVOCATE
build a Web site and they will
Senior Brian Beyer’s Web site givemeadollar.org come. He decided to create one
earned him $739. He plans to donate some to charity. and named it www.givemeadol-

lar.org. The idea behind the site
was simple; Beyer wanted to be
the first Internet-made millionaire
by a million different people giving
him $1.
Beyer ran the idea across a friend
of his, Tim Litt, to see if it could be
done.
“I thought it was a great idea,”
Litt said. “And I said, you should
go for it.
Litt, who is a webmaster at
MSUM in several departments,
supplied the Internet know-how to
help Brian create his Web site.
Using Dream Weaver, Litt created

the site for Beyer at no charge.
“Brian came up with most of the
ideas. I was there to guide him
along on what would be technically feasible,” Litt said. “From us
talking together, other ideas came
out. It just evolved.”
Thus,
www.givemeadollar.org
was founded.
“[When it first started taking off]
people thought it was really cool.
They thought it was neat,” Beyer
said. “And I wanted people to give
me a dollar because it was cool,

❒ WEB SITE, back page
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10.10 - 10.16
Happenings
and Events

10.10 - 10.12
“1776,” 7:30 p.m., Hanson
Theatre, free with student ID
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From the moment
I picked your book
up until I put it
down, I was
convulsed with
laughter. Some
day I intend
reading it.
-Groucho Marx
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ecurity
Report

10.1 - 10.6

Theft from coin-operated
machine in Snarr
Two liquor law violations
and four university alcohol violations in Ballard
Medical emergency off
campus
Fire alarm in Snarr
Fire alarm in Grantham
Liquor law violation in
CMU
Liquor law violation in
Grantham
Burglary in CA reported,
occurred between May
29 and Aug. 30
Medical emergency in
Grantham
Fire alarm in Holmquist
Vandalism in East Snarr
Fire alarm in Grantham
Burglary in Grantham
Fire alarm in Dahl

Advertise in
The Advocate.
236-2365

NEWS BRIEFS
Women’s studies’
lecture planned

Annual diversity
conference set

Sign up begins
for intramurals

Ellen Brisch and Michelle
Malott, both MSUM biology
professors, will present a lecture, “HRT: How Real is the
Threat? Hot Flashes and Cold
Sweats
Over
Hormone
Replacement Therapy” at 3
p.m. Oct. 18 in the Women’s
Center.
The lecture is part of the
Women’s Studies’ Colloquium
Series. The speakers will discuss
the
process
of
menopause and review the
latest information regarding
hormone replacement theory.
For more information, contact
Deb White at whitede@mnstate.edu
or Brittney Goodman at goodmanb@mnstate.edu.

The Minnesota Cultural
Diversity
Center's
ninth
annual diversity conference
live via satellite will begin at
8:30 a.m. today (Thursday) in
Center for Business Room
103.
The conference will include a
keynote address by Joseph L.
White, panel discussion and a
question and answer session.
The broadcast will end at
10:30 a.m.
For more information, call
Abner Arauza at 236-2721.

Registration has begun for
the following intramurals:
racquetball league, four-onfour
basketball
league,
broomball league and doubles
indoor volleyball league.
Registration forms are available on the wall directly outside of the Intramural Office
desk.
Registration for these activities ends Oct. 18 and play
begins Oct 23.
The Intramural Office is also
looking for officials for the
various leagues.

Public invited to
night nature walk
Nocturnal animals will be
the topic at the campfires
along the trails of the MSUM
Regional
Science
Center
Buffalo River Site from 7 to 9
p.m. today (Thursday).
Guests can walk through
the woods and stop to enjoy
storytellers discussing owls,
bats and wolves. If the night is
clear, telescopes will be set up
to view the fall sky.
The Buffalo River Site is
located 15 miles east of
Moorhead on Highway 10.

Women voters
sponsor forum
The Red River Valley League
of Women Voters is sponsoring voter education open
forums this month featuring
candidates for Minnesota
State Senate District 9 and
Clay County candidates.
The forums will be at 2:30
and 3:15 p.m. Wednesday at
the Hjemkomst Center in
Moorhead.
The event is free and open to
the public.

Library offers
NewsBank trial
The library is experimenting
with a free trial of the database NewsBank InfoWeb,
http://infoweb.newsbank.com,
through October.
The database includes articles
from 500 U.S. newspapers,
wire services and broadcasts.

School reformer
presents lecture
Theodore Sizer, a national
school reformer, will lecture
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the CMU
Ballroom.
Sizer’s
lecture,
“The
Students
are
Watching:
Schools and the Moral
Contract,” will be followed by
a panel response.
Sizer is a professor emeritus
at Brown University and
wrote a trilogy based on the
motivation and ideas of the
Coalition of Essential Schools
reform effort.

Medieval society
to show movie
The Medieval society invites
the public to attend a speech
by Benjamin Smith, an MSUM
spanish professor, followed by
“The Legacy of the Cid” at 7
p.m. Oct. 17 in King 110.

American Indian
conference set
“Building a Human Rights
Community: A Conversation
with American Indians” will
be from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Friday at Century Theater in
NDSU’s Memorial Union.
Speakers include Marvin
ManyPenny, a member of the
White Earth Reservation and
Gladys Ray, a local Elder and
member of the Mille Lacs
Band of Ojibwe.
Issues and solutions discussed will be forwarded to
Fargo and Moorhead city officials.
For more information, contact Andrew Conteh at 2364009 or Pete Padilla at 2362773.

2002-03 Dille Fund
seeks applicants
The
Dille
Fund
for
Excellence award competition
for 2002-03 is now accepting
applications. The fund provides support for unique projects designed to raise the
quality of education at
MSUM.
Faculty, staff and students
are eligible to apply.
Proposed projects should
demonstrate innovation and
uniqueness and a commitment to improved educational
experiences for MSUM students.
Applications are available at
www.mnstate.edu/president.
Six copies of the application
and a budget are due by noon
Nov. 15 and should be delivered to Susanne Williams in
Owens 203.
For more information, call
236-2090.

Gamers Club
plans food drive
The Gamers Club is sponsoring a food drive for the
Dorothy Day House and
YWCA Women’s Shelter until
World
Food
Day
on
Wednesday.
Collection boxes for canned
foods are located outside the
social work and anthropology
offices and inside the history
and philosophy offices, as well
as at the Women’s Center.
Boxes are also available in
Owens, Flora Frick and the
CMU.
For more information about
the food drive, contact Lori
Jacobs at 233-0975.
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D

ragons’
en 10.10- 10.16

Organizational events
on campus
10.14
Christian Bible Fellowship, 7
p.m., CMU 207

Get your organization listed in
the Dragons’ Den.
Send us the time, date and
location of your next event
and watch the people come
rolling in.

Auditions begin
for ‘Nutcracker’
The Bonnie Haney School of
Ballet/Tap/Jazz is searching
for men ages 13 to 60 to audition for roles in “The
Nutcrkacer.”
For more information, call
236-9900. The deadline for
applying is Wednesday.
The
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Above: MSUM junior Shapeera Davis shows her support for the Dragons during Saturday’s game.
Right: The 10% Society promotes an upcoming drag show during the annual Doo Dah Parade.

PETE MONTECUOLLO/PHOTO EDITOR

ragon pride was in full force
during last week’s
Homecoming festivities.
MSUM’s football team didn’t disappoint in the highly anticipated game
against the University of Minnesota,
Crookston. Head coach Ralph
Micheli picked up his 50th victory
Saturday over the Golden Eagles.
“We just started playing [defensively] and stopped making mistakes,”
Micheli said of his players.
Of course the competition didn’t
stop with the football game.
Student Orientation Counselors
took home the spirit award for
Homecoming activity participation.
Student senate came in a close second and the 10% Society placed
third.

D

JASON PROCHNOW/THE ADVOCATE

Sophomore defensive tackle Brian Ferris helped the Dragons’ defense shut out the Golden Eagles in the second half of Saturday’s game.
Ferris leads the team this season with three quarterback sacks.

Student senators
Justin Simpson (left)
and president Peter
Hartje dust off their
leather and lace for
the Homecoming
variety show. Senate
members performed
a number from
“Moulin Rouge.”
KATIE MYRMEL
THE ADVOCATE

PETE MONTECUOLLO/PHOTO EDITOR

Homecoming king and queen Sadie Huss and Courtney Bell ride in the Doo Dah Parade. Huss is a speech
pathology major from Fargo and Bell is a mass communications major from Chicago.
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Owens renovation forces offices to relocate
By DANIELLE MACMURCHY
Staff Writer

Owens is going through a
three-phase construction project. The construction began
Sept. 30 and the estimated
completion is sometime in
December,
said
David
Crockett, vice president of
administrative affairs.
The project, funded by the
Minnesota Legislature, will
begin with a new drainage system in the ceiling of Owens.
Owens’ flat roof requires frequent reinstallation of the
drainage system. Water stains
on the second floor ceiling
illustrates
the
project’s
urgency.
“The heating and drainage
system is inadequate and does
not provide the type of air
quality that the building
should have,” Crockett said.
The roofing project will result
in damage to office ceilings.
Thus,
while
Greenberg
Roofing Co. is restoring the
roof, a construction company

yet to be decided will remodel
several offices. This second
phase of the project will cost
an
estimated
$300,000.
Remodeling will include the
installation of new ceilings
and carpet. It will also involve
the
expansion
of
the
Admissions office and the
merging of Academic and
Student Affairs offices.
The third phase of the project involves the relocation of
Owens’ center staircase to the
far north wall. Owens employees say the staircase’s new
location will provide more
options for the foyer and better accommodate students.
Construction has caused
several offices to be temporarily relocated. Academic and
Student Affairs were the first
offices to relocate to library
porch. The Admissions and
Alumni offices have also relocated. The Admissions office is
currently in the Dragon Den
and the Alumni office is in the
Foundation Annex.
Employees working in the

new work sites say
they have had to
overcome a few
obstacles. Sherry
Estrem, national
student exchange
coordinator working in Student
Affairs, said the
library
porch
makes it more difficult to access
needed resources
and is much noisier.
Sophomore Misti
Mowery,
who
works in Academic
Affairs, said all the
hassle
will
be
JASON PROCHNOW/THE ADVOCATE
worth it.
“It’s been a lot of Vice President of Student Affairs Warren Wiese is settled in his new office in the
work
running library porch. Construction in Owens will continue until December.
back and forth
MSUM plans to eventually
across campus to transfer ees working in temporary locaeverything, but I know the tions. “Students need to remodel all the offices in
refinished office will definitely understand that we can’t Owens within the next three to
respond as quickly and don’t four years.
be worth it,” Mowery said.
To prevent complications, have as much access to the
students have been asked to resources as usual,” Estrem
MacMurchy can be reached
at db_mac@hotmail.com.
be considerate of the employ- said.

Dave Pelzer visits Fargo

Technology conference
Abuse survivor speaks on resilience looks to spark interest
By DAVE WAGNER

By KRISTIN CLOUSTON
Staff Writer

Dressed in rags, filthy and
covered with bruises, the
starving child shook from the
cold.
Curled up on an old army
cot, he didn’t have a blanket,
and hadn’t been fed in 10
days.
What sounds like something that would have happened in a World War II concentration camp took place
in a middle class American
neighborhood.
The child’s name was David
Pelzer. He survived what is
reported to be the thirdworst case of child abuse in
California history.
Pelzer’s mother was an
alcoholic who tortured and
played mind games with him
from the time he started first
grade until social services
removed him from the home
at age 12.
Pelzer joined the Air Force
when he was 18. While in the
service, he also worked as a
volunteer and juvenile counselor. He was grateful to the
people who helped him
escape abuse and wanted to
help others in similar situations.
After retiring from the Air
Force, he began giving seminars to children at risk and
people who work in foster
care programs and child
abuse prevention.
Pelzer said he wrote “A
Child Called It” to inspire
people to be resilient. The
book described the horrific
details of his childhood and
how he fought to stay alive.
He said he never intended
to write a second book, but
wrote “The Lost Boy” because
people wanted to know what
happened to him once he
entered the foster care system. The book explained how

his foster parents taught him
to walk, talk and act like a
“normal boy.”
“Foster
p a r e n t s
deserve people’s dignity
and respect.
They
take
kids whose
own
relatives don’t
Pelzer
want them,”
he said.
Pelzer said he hates writing
because it doesn’t come easy
to him, and it usually takes
him about three hours to
write a single paragraph.
He wrote “A Man Named
Dave” as a conclusion to a “A
Child Called It” and “The Lost
Boy” because he wanted to
write about triumph and forgiveness.
Pelzer said he forgave his
mother because he has a son
and wanted to end the cycle
of abuse.
He said, “It’s a choice and a
daily practice. It’s saying
“Hey, I’m not gonna be this
way.”
He added, “If you hate
today, you’ll become a carbon copy of what you hate
tomorrow.”
Pelzer said he’s not into
being a victim and doesn’t
buy it when victimizers use
the “I was abused” excuse.
Pelzer’s latest book, “Help
Yourself,” explains how to
move
beyond
negative
thoughts and experiences
and take control of one’s life.
He also gives examples of
other people who have overcome obstacles to make positive changes in their lives.
All of Pelzer’s books have
been best sellers. He is writing his fifth book, which he
described as a coming of age
timepiece about life in the
1970s.
“It’s ‘The Wonder Years’

meets ‘Stand By Me’ with
some humor,” Pelzer said.
Pelzer travels on the road
between 250 and 270 days a
year speaking to children,
social workers, business
audiences and the general
public.
He said he doesn’t think of
himself as a professional
speaker and hates the term
“motivational speaker.”
“It’s not like an Anthony
Robbins weekend where you
pay $20,000 and walk on hot
coals,” he added.
He said he feels his responsibility is to help people out
of despair while giving them
a kick in the backside.
Pelzer is speaking to 870
area high school students
today about self esteem and
who to go to when having
problems at home.
Tonight he will present the
lecture version of “Help
Yourself” to a sold out audience at the Fargo Theatre.
The presentation is being
sponsored by the FargoMoorhead YWCA to kick off
the eighth annual “Week
Without Violence.”
Lauren
Falkner,
the
YWCA’s community relations
director, said, “The No. 1 reason women and children
come to the shelter is to
escape abuse.”
She added, “In our work to
become preventative, we’re
excited to bring him to
Fargo-Moorhead to share tips
with families in the community.”
This visit won’t be Pelzer’s
first trip to the area. He’s
actually been coming here
since 1993, when he spent a
year
working
with
the
Jaycees.

Clouston can be reached
at KrisClouston@aol.com

Check out our Web site:
www.mnstate.edu/advocate

Staff Writer

The fourth-annual Upper
Great Plains technology conference and trade show will be
held Monday and Tuesday at
the Fargodome. This year’s
show packs in more exhibits
and includes four executives
from leading technology companies along with Sen. Byron
Dorgan (N.D.).
The show moved to the
Fargodome this year to make
room for the exhibits, workshops and crowd anticipation
for the keynote speakers.
When the conference began
three years ago, it was much
smaller. Since then, the
Fargo-Moorhead Chamber of
Commerce
teamed
with
Dorgan
to
include
a
tradeshow as part of the conference, Dorgan said.
This is the largest technology
show in the region. It will
exhibit innovations in education, healthcare, government
and e-business through workshops and speakers, Dorgan
said.
The event is free for any high
school, technical school or
college student with a valid
student ID. Meal costs are
separate, and concessions will
be available.
Though this event may not
sound important for North
Dakota, Dorgan said it is more
crucial here than anywhere
else.
“With technology, distance is
destroyed. This is important
especially for an area like
North Dakota where we have
always been away from established markets. Information
technology revolution puts us
a click away from the Hudson
River and New York,” Dorgan
said.
Speakers will include: Dean
Kamen, CEO of Segway LLC;
Donna Dubinsky, CEO of
Handspring;
Duane
Ackerman, CEO of BellSouth
Corporation; and Douglas
Burgum, senior vice president
of Microsoft Corporation.
“We’ve organized this conference to give North Dakotans
an opportunity to examine
how we can better use tech-
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With technology, distance
is destroyed.
Byron Dorgan
North Dakota Senator

nology in businesses, schools,
hospitals and at home,”
Dorgan said.
Dorgan will kick off the conference, then North Dakota
native Burgum will talk about
his views on bringing new
technology into the area.
Monday afternoon, Ackerman
plans to talk about the evolution of the telecommunications industry and outline the
effect future innovations can
have on rural areas in his
“State of the Industry Report.”
Tuesday will open with
Kamen speaking. Kamen, who
is often referred to as “the
Thomas Edison of the 21st
century,” will discuss the possibilities of his newest invention, the Segway Human
Transporter. The Transporter
is a self-balanced, twowheeled vehicle that runs on
electricity.
The
vehicle
received a great deal of attention when it was unveiled, and
is now being used by some
postal and police workers.
The last speaker to hit the
podium will be Dubinsky. She
will tell the story of the
PalmPilot launch, and how
she helped turn it into the
fastest-selling consumer product in history while she was
president of Palm Computing.
Dubinsky will also talk about
her
new
company
Handspring, and how its new
invention, the Visor, broke the
PalmPilot’s sales records.
“This conference is an excellent opportunity to hear from
some of the leading innovators
in the technology sector and
learn more about how to put
cutting-edge technologies to
work,” Dorgan said.
People can register for the
conference
online
at
www.uppergreatpllainstechnology.com or by calling 701237-56798. Students do not
have to pre-register.
Wagner can be reached
at wagnered@mnstate.edu
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Plato’s Closet rakes in old clothes
Sell unwanted clothes for cash, while finding bargains
By Mandy Stockstad
Staff Writer

It’s a well-known fact that college students are broke. Students
can often be caught scrounging
up change for a movie at Safari 7,
selling their bodies to either Pracs
or Bio-Life Plasma Services and
loading up on Ramen at local grocery stores. Now there’s a new
way to get those all-desirable
extra dollars.
Plato’s Closet, Fargo’s newest
consignment store, buys gently
used brand-name apparel and
accessories. Located at 2551 45th
St. S.W. Fargo, Plato’s Closet
thrives on other people’s old
clothes.
Unlike
other
consignment
stores, Plato’s Closet gives money
up-front for the merchandise they
buy. Plato’s Closet charges 50
percent of what stores charge new
and gives its customers 35 to 45
percent of that profit.
Prices are reflected on the article’s brand, style, demand and
age. Retailers at Plato’s Closet can
judge the article’s age by the
label; labels change with time and
wear. They also have an archive
showing retailers which articles
are still in stores and how much
stores charge for them.
Articles must be laundered,
neatly folded and carried in a
shopping bag when brought in.
Dena DuBord, Plato’s Closet’s
assistant manager, admits they
take a wide variety of clothing.

There are few brands they won’t
take, DuBord said. Plato’s Closet
won’t accept Faded Glory, Merona
or County Seat because they are
no longer sold elsewhere. Some
brands Plato’s Closet carries
range from Calvin Klein, Gap,
Abercrombie & Fitch and Express
to Zana Di, DKNY, LEI and
Xhilaration. Their most common
brand is Silver, which Dubord
says is their biggest seller.
Jami Wittich, MSUM sophomore, took 12 items to Plato’s
Closet and ended up selling 10 of
them for $73.50. Articles included
a Columbia Jacket, a Gap sweater
and Gap jeans. They gave her $25
for the jacket, $4.50 for the
sweater and $5 for the jeans.
Later, Plato’s Closet priced the
jacket at $45, the sweater at $8,
and the jeans for $15; all reflected different price-up percentages. They gave Wittich a little
over 55 percent for the jacket
and sweater and 33 percent for
the jeans.
The average price for a pair of
Silver jeans is around $18, while
Express jeans are $14. Doc
Martens ranged anywhere from
$35 to $60.
Christina Casanova, former
MSUM student, admitted she
would choose Plato’s Closet over
thrift stores any day. “It’s better
than what I thought it was going
to be,” said Casanova after her
second time in the store.
Jessica Edwards, MSUM alumna, was also found strolling the

JASON PROCHNOW/THE ADVOCATE

Shauna Clauthier (bottom left), 18, of Fargo sold her clothes to Plato’s Closet for some extra cash. Alicia Blada
(top left), employee, and Assistant Manager Lyndsae Shockman (top right) sort the clothes, setting aside their
favorites in the baskets.
store’s aisles. Edwards said she
comes to Plato’s Closet because
it’s a good place to look for brand
name clothes that are still in
style. They carry “a lot of good
clothes at reasonable prices,”
said Edwards.

Plato’s Closet receives about
100 to 200 customers a day;
ages range anywhere from 16 to
25 and their biggest obstacle is
convincing their teen market
second-hand doesn’t always
associate with “cooties.” Their

biggest competitor: the mall. But
for those who lack cash, Plato’s
Closet is the inexpensive alternative.
Stockstad can be reached
at mandystockstad@msn.com.

Abundant fashions are available for low prices
Nine West sunglasses - $6
Necklace - $1
JC Penney jacket - $40
Tangents sweater - $7

Gray Abercrombie & Fitch sweater - $18

Xhilaration (Target) snake skin jacket - $25

Navy Structure pants - $16

Express jeans - $14

MODA boots - $16
Black Doc Martens - $50
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Uniform visitation
laws would remove
residents’ options
A student petition that calls for extending visitation
in Nelson and Grantham to 24 hours is gaining
attention in residence halls.
Currently residents of halls that house people of a
single sex — like Nelson or Ballard — cannot host
guests of the opposite sex in their rooms after 2 a.m.
In co-ed halls like Snarr or Holmquist, visitation is
allowed 24 hours a day, although residents are
required to fill out a simple form to register their
overnight guests.
But because Grantham is connected to a hall that
only houses females, those residents can’t have
guests past 2 a.m. either.
The petition, started by freshman Grantham resident Ryan Asp, calls for visitation rules to be uniform and allow Nelson and Grantham residents 24hour visitation privileges as well. His argument is
that it’s unfair to allow some halls certain privileges
and deny others the same thing.
Asp claims that college students should be treated
like adults and that 24-hour visitation would allow
for late-night group study sessions.
But what this petition overlooks is the visitation
rules aren’t in place to be unjust. They’re there to
provide various living options for residents.
Asp and those who have signed the petition should
be commended for voicing residents’ opinions to
administration. But what the petition advocates is
not in the best interest of all students.
If MSUM had a blanket set of rules for all residence
halls that allowed 24-hour visitation, students who
prefer a single sex environment wouldn’t have that
option.
Our campus offers a variety of housing to suit different lifestyles, from the new on-campus apartments, to halls that are co-ed by floor to the option
of having a single room.
If housing decided to remove the visitation rules, a
female resident with a “random roommate” couldn’t
be assured that the new roommate wouldn’t let her
boyfriend sleep over every night.
Rules for each hall are available through student
handbooks or the housing office. People who prefer
to have 24-hour visitation should put Snarr or
Holmquist as their first housing option.
Residents can also request to change rooms and
move to a different hall during semester break if they
prefer a different lifestyle.
MSUM already has the most lenient visitation rules
of Fargo-Moorhead colleges. At NDSU, guests have to
leave all halls at 2 a.m. And unlike Concordia and
NDSU, MSUM freshmen are not required to live on
campus.
Incidentally the very hall this petition originated
from is the same hall that had so many disciplinary
problems last year that housing staff had to resort to
a “zero tolerance” policy.
Until residents can be more respectful of their environment, they shouldn’t be asking for additional
privileges.

Democracy demands debate
Last Thursday, President Bush
made one of his boldest declarations of war against Iraq yet to the
national press corp. “[If no one
acts] the United States, in a deliberate fashion,” he said, “will lead
a coalition to take away the
world’s worst weapons from one
of the world’s worst leaders.”
We can praise Bush for his alliteration (he’s come a long way
from the grammar he used during
the 2000 election), but we ought
to be highly skeptical of his foreign policy.
The prospect that the United
States may be in an engaged, military conflict with Iraq is concerning to many MSUM students, as
well as to a sizeable mass of US
citizens in general. Vocal dissent
and serious discussion on the
topic are finally beginning to
emerge, but it may already be too
late to steer off of our collision
course.
The war machine (comprised of
both Democrats and Republicans)
has kept the American public in a
daze just long enough to ignite a
possible world war, and it plans

Your turn
to do it before enough people
snap out of it and ask, “What the
heck are we doing?!?”
Things are moving so fast that,
by the time this goes to print, the
United Nations may have a new,
totally unnecessary, harsh resolution toward Iraq, and the
United States Senate may have
passed a resolution supporting
the use of force against Iraq’s
“continuing threat.” (Note that
these are only resolutions, and
Bush has made it explicitly clear
the United States will do whatever it wants, unilaterally, whether
it has resolutions or not.)
In fact, this action against Iraq
goes against everything we believe
in as Americans.
It defies our sense of justice to
attack a sovereign nation without
strong international support,
without proof that links Iraq to
the horrible Sept. 11th attacks,

without anything that shows Iraq
is certainly producing weapons of
mass destruction that it plans to
launch against the United States,
without any provocation (no more
than more potentially formidable
opponents such as North Korea,
Iran or even China), and without
a clear case that the threat Iraq
poses is imminent.
It defies our sense of rationality.
Bush proposes abandoning our
containment-like approach to
Iraq which has been effective at
keeping Iraq from launching any
kind of attack. He proposes an
uncertain conflict with uncertain
results. What precedence does
this set for future conflicts? What
are the costs? After we bomb the
dung out of Saddam, then what?
What is the fallout?
It just doesn't make any sense.
If the goal is to get weapons
inspectors back into Iraq to
ensure that the country does
indeed disarm, then there are
several means available (which

❒ IRAQ, page 8

Campus doorknobs open many doors
Today thousands of sheep
are entering and exiting
MSUM facilities in a manner that is socially engineered so deep within us that we
rarely consider just how routine
our methods have become.
However, one small group on
campus is cognizant of our limited vision and in comparison with
us, they are making a small difference -- right under our woolly
noses.
They do not confine themselves
to some standing order, ambiguously handed down by the status
quo with such skill that we automatically reach for it, adapting
our personal values in the
process. Undoubtedly our peers
carry on this way off campus, distinguishing
themselves
as
upstanding members of the community.
Albeit deserved, they neither
expect nor want recognition for
their labor. Illustrating a measure
of integrity, their motivation
comes from within. Thus, on
behalf of the flock, I hereby
acknowledge these non-conformists who are flexible enough
to spot and act on advantages
while the rest of us habitually idle
along at their side.
Aware of the challenging future,

Letters

campus, these pathfinders
efficiently utilize technology
to eliminate the need for air
exchange, conserving both
electric and their own energy.
The fresh air you breathe is
being naturally circulated into
our
buildings
while
these
mechanical doors remain open.
This will benefit us especially in
the weeks to come as stagnant
air, masked by heat, exhausts
throughout our ventilation system when the dormant furnaces
kick in. Now take another deep
breath, sensing the gratitude that
follows.
Contemplating only how this
benefits us will appear arrogant
and self-centered. For that reason, lift up and step outside of the
box to examine the extended benefits created by this ripple effect.
Along with accessible entries
these creative thinkers also create needs, such as parts and
repairmen to fix their simple
deeds. Without our friends, who
knows, the otherwise restricted
use of these mechanical doors
might cause them to last a lifetime, eliminating service and
manufacturing
positions.
-

to the editor

we take comfort in our sheer
numbers as our security lies
underneath a blanket of normalcy. Ultimately supporting us is
the knowledge that we are not
alone. As increasing responsibilities require more from us, these
noteworthy few meet the need
face to face.
Instead of turning a deaf ear to
this demand, they utilize available resources, moving beyond
the hurdle and on to the next.
These humble efforts go unnoticed so it is hard to place a value
on their impact, which ripples
into both the local and global
environment.
For example, if you are inside a
campus building reading this,
take a deep breath. Unlike many
large facilities, MSUM does not
need expensive, high voltage air
exchange systems. Yet, this air
you breathe remains fresh. How
is this?
In part, it is due to our friends,
who benefit us all each time they
enter a campus building. With
the push of a button, installed
conveniently at waist level for
opening large steel doors around

❒ DOORKNOBS, page 8

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college administration,
faculty or student body. The Advocate encourages letters to the editor and Your Turn submissions.
They should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year
is school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office or
e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Bush is going to kill all of us
Administration’s actions threaten to alienate America from rest of world
Now, I’m not some Saddam
enthusiast who stares dreamily at the pictures I ripped out
of Dictator
Beat magazine
and
pinned on
my
bedroom wall,
but
let's
pause the
insanity for
two
secCHRIS
onds and
RAUSCH
ask
ourAdvocate columnist selves
a
“What does touch me s i m p l e
inappropriately is the q u e s t i o n :
fact that it all seems to w h e n
be beside the point.” exactly did
they reanimate Timothy Leary
and enlist his services in supplying the White House with
an ample supply of Felix
stamped sheets of acid to be
taken in tandem with their
glasses of orange juice at
brunch?
The quick answer: apparently the same time our government decided themselves
above and beyond the combined protests of several other
countries and the United
Nations.
Here’s a refresher course: a
year ago our country was
attacked, sending pretty much

everyone into a tizzy, including a lackluster administration whose probable greatest
achievement up to that point
was the victorious rise of Bush
to the top of the ranks in the
weekly Oval Office Yahtzee
tournament.
Declaring an endless war of
terrorism, the president and
his puppet masters cooked up
a tasty little scheme revolving
around the expectations that
the American people would
throw their blind faith into the
kitty, and that our fear of
future attacks would both
keep popularity poll numbers
high and give the White House
the power to pretty much do
whatever they damn pleased.
But a few stumbling blocks
materialized.
Patriotism
turned out NOT to be total
submission, our progress
overseas and the hunt for
responsible parties yielded
vague results and people –
God bless ’em – started asking
questions again.
So,
naturally,
another
boogeyman entered onto the
playing field, and there's nothing quite like an easy target.
Saddam’s pissed us off pretty
good before – or at least he’s
pissed off men with the last
name Bush – so our hounds
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Patriotism turned out NOT to
be total submission, our
progress overseas and the
hunt for responsible parties
yielded vague results and
people – God bless ’em –
started asking questions.

▼

followed the scent back to Iraq
and the possibility that maybe
they might have something
stashed away somewhere.
Okay, fine, I’ll give them as
much; I don’t get the same
sensation as someone blowing
lightly in my ear from the
thought of Hussein with some
biological weapons under his
mattress either, even though
there’s no real proof that he’d
aim them at us or our interests.
What does touch me inappropriately is the fact that it
all seems to be beside the
point. Bush doesn’t seem to
care one way or the other
what’s over there – it’s a matter of war at any cost, of
diverting attention, of the fact
our other bad guys have gone
largely unpunished. Iraq has
been offering up more and
more to comply with demands,

but instead of taking “yes” for
an answer, our government is
demands the cuddling after
the sex.
But what’s truly disturbing
is the smorgasbord of people,
even aside from Americans
and Iraqis, that aren’t hip to
Bush’s game plan. Our president claims that, if the UN
Security Council doesn’t “deal
with the problem ... the United
States and some of our friends
will.”
But glance at the list of
countries that aren’t lining up
for
our
team:
China,
Germany, India, Iran, Russia,
Egypt, Jordan, Syria ... even
Canada declined support for
Christ’s sakes. And while
Britain and Israel are jumping
at the chance to climb into
bed with us, the other countries
considering
coming
aboard (including Bahrain,
Kuwait, Qatar and Turkey) are
all officially opposed to flat out
attacking Iraq. Not to mention
that, when Saddam’s foreign
minister Naji Sabri spoke at
the
UN,
blaming
the
“American
propaganda
machine” for “inciting the
American people against Iraq
and pushing them to accept
the U.S. administration’s
schemes of aggression as fait

accompli” and alleging that
the United States is working
with Israel to control the
Middle East oil supply, he was
actually responded to with a
round
of
enthusiastic
applause by UN diplomats.
We need to weigh all the
components extremely carefully. Is it worth it for the US
to possibly lose the friendship
and good will of so many world
powers, to risk the lives of our
troops, to piss off more Middle
Eastern terrorists into possibly retaliating in more horrific
ways in the future?
We need to ask ourselves
why exactly we’re doing all
this in the first place, and if we
still feel that war is so important for our well-being, maybe
instead of bumbling around in
other people’s backyards, we
should look right here at home
– Florida. There’s just something fundamentally wrong
about a state whose chief
exports are oranges and
Creed, with a corrupted election process, ruled by another
Bush and with a virtual army
of elderly people, all hopped
up on bingo and suntan lotion
and ready to march.
Rausch can be reached
at rausch02@hotmail.com.

’Tis the season for remote controls, eye-twitching, Dr. Phil
I never understood males and
their obsession with the remote
control, particularly on “game”
days. (I realize
I
should've
capitalized
“ g a m e ”
because of its
great significance and I
do sincerely
apologize to
all
avid
AMBER
sports fans.)
HAUGE
Sundays
seem to be
Guest columnist
the days the
“This could be a television is
serious situation not allowed
and I am extremely to be on just
concerned.”
one channel.
It
appears
necessary for the television to be
constantly flipped from one channel to another, from one game to
the other.
I am not sure whether or not the
television is going to die from
“constant flippage” or if my

boyfriend's eyes are going to go
buggy resulting in a constant
twitch. This could be a serious
situation and I am extremely concerned.
For several years I have been
consumed with this issue of great
possession and obsession of this
life-changing
invention,
the
remote control. Why am I
extremely frustrated with an
issue like this? Is driving myself
up the wall with this situation
necessary?
It seems I am constantly competing with this stupid black-buttoned devil for attention. Is there
anyone else who feels the way I
do?
I am sick of the constant, “Yep,
mmmhmmm, sure ... yep. YEAH!
Touchdown!” whenever I am trying to ask a simple question. Isn’t
communication supposed to be
important in a relationship?
Where is Dr. Phil when you need
him? I believe there are quite a
few issues needed to be resolved
here.
I need to know why the remote
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For several years I have been
consumed with this issue of
great possession and obsession
of this life-changing invention,
the remote control.
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is so powerful and what makes a
person's hand grab for that
remote control devil. I was always
taught to try and put myself in
the shoes of another to learn what
that person may be going through
(I am sure that is same advice Dr.
Phil would give me). Since I am
not an avid television watcher, I
knew this was going to be a difficult task.
It was 12 weeks ago when I put
my study to the test, once I
acquired the remote. There was a
shocking result: “constant flippage” and the discovery of a newfound obsession of my own.
Every Wednesday, Thursday,

and Saturday night I have been
consumed in the drama of “Big
Brother 3.” “Big Brother 3,” for
those of you who don't know, is a
reality television show in which
16 houseguests are put in a
house to live together for 3
months. They have no contact
with the outside world and basically backstab, lie, cheat and create alliances. They do all this for
the chance to be the last houseguest to win the $500,000 prize.
Quality television, I must say.
I admit, when 8 p.m. arrives, I
am the one running frantically for
the possession of the control. If
I'm not home that night, guarantee that the VCR will be set and
ready to roll. And, when I arrive
home, that remote better be mine.
There are significant rules when
considering time for my possession: number one, I will wrestle
for it and number two, don't
speak to me while I am watching
my drama. Otherwise, all you will
hear will be, “Yep, mmhmmm,
sure, yep.” This is serious business.

I never thought that I, Amber,
Miss Non-Television watcher,
would now be considered a
Reality-Television-Aholic.
Flipping back and forth from “Big
Brother” to “Real World,” I am
personally practicing my newfound idea of “constant flippage.”
With “Big Brother 3” at its end I
am bummed out but looking forward to next season. Although,
there is still “Survivor: Thailand,”
which I am currently hooked.
So, what did I learn from my
study? I did learn to keep my
mouth closed until after the big
“Game.” I have learned to listen to
my boyfriend's rambling facts
about his favorite players. (Go
Randy
Moss,
Go
Derek
Alexander). I know you are wondering about the eye twitching ...
let's just say I haven’t had to visit
an optometrist yet. Oh yeah, and
Phil McGraw, we didn’t have the
money to hire him (Just kidding,
it’s all good).
Hauge can be reached
at haugeam@mnstate.edu.
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Leftist stance breeds false feminist label
I am all for equal opportunity. Thus, I feel compelled to
say this: I think Albert Gore,
Jr., is an
idiot.
Why do I
feel
this
compuls i o n ?
Because of
my last colu m n ,
someone is
JENEL
STELTON- under the
misunderHOLTMEIER s t a n d i n g
Advocate columnist that I “buy
into
the
“Thereafter, I was
labeled as “HAVING f e m i n i s t
AN AGENDA”
l i b e r a l
which didn’t fit into regime.”
the feminist mantra.”
I'm sorry,
dear, to have to crush that
delusion, but they don't like
me either. I don't buy into the
whole idea that women are

inherently victims that must
rise up against their oppressors. I don't buy into the idea
that men cannot be victims
simply because of their gender. And, I don’t buy into the
idea that if you want to be a
housewife that you are somehow denying yourself. There’s
a danger in labeling an individual based on what you do
not know. Take a minute and
let me illustrate this for you a
little better.
My husband and I were at a
picnic once. Also at this picnic
was a representative from the
Rape and Abuse Crisis Center
to provide us with “sensitivity
training.” We'll call her
“Buffy.”
Buffy asked me if I had ever
gone to a party and had some
drunk guy hit on me. I told her
yes, but that I didn't consider
that sexual harassment. That,

“

I don’t buy into the whole idea
that women are inherently
victims that must rise up
against their oppressors.

▼
I explained, was me going to a
place where I knew there was
drinking. I probably dressed
up with the hopes of being hit
on and someone took the initiative to do so. I'm all about
personal responsibility.
Thereafter, I was labeled as
“HAVING AN AGENDA” which
didn't fit into the feminist
mantra. Please take note,
though, that this was merely
sexual harassment. If it goes
any further than excessive
annoyance (i.e. rape), I have

some different opinions. I do
not blame the victims of rape.
Men: the sworn enemy of the
femi-Nazi. They hold all the
power and they wield it to the
advantage of their gender.
Please excuse me while I puke.
Men get stereotyped and discriminated against almost as
much as anyone else nowadays. When I lived in Oregon, I
had a friend, Dave. Dave was
your typical 20-something
guy. He played pool, mountain
biked, and was on the perpetual lookout for the “right girl.”
Dave was also a nurse. He
didn’t want to be a doctor. The
negative part of his job was
this: as a “man,” Dave was not
supposed to be a nurse. He
was asked if he was gay. He
was laughed at. He even had
one place not believe at first
that he was the nurse sent
over from the temp agency.

Don’t tell me that being a man
allows you to do whatever you
want with your life.
Finally, the housewife. I am
pro-choice. This means that I
believe that people should be
free to make choices for themselves. I believe that women
should
feel
empowered
enough to make the choice to
stay at home and take care of
their families without someone trying to convince them
that they are selling themselves short. A friend of mine
has already decided that when
she gets married and has kids,
this is indeed what she wants.
I say, more power to her.
Still think I buy into the
“feminist liberal regime?” I'm
pro-choice. You have a right to
choose your delusions.
Stelton-Holtmeier can be reached
at stelton@mnstate.edu.

Intellectual incest sparks ugly generalizations
When most people think of
incest, they think of people
that are a little too close to a
close relative. When I
think
of
incest,
I
think of a
different
kind
of
incest that
is
much
more comJOE
mon
and
MARKELL
actually
Guest columnist affects peo“It does not make
ple beyond
people look intelligent
that inner
to flaunt their idiocy
family. It’s
around like a rag doll.”
c a l l e d
“intellectual incest,” and, like
physical incest, deformities
develop that harm people
other than those that commit
the act.
“Intellectual incest” is a term
that means having intellectual
intercourse (talking and learning) with someone with a very

similar intellectual make up
as you. Meaning that they
have the same opinions,
grudges, religions, etc, like a
relative, except in mind, not
body.
The deformities develop
when these opinions and
grudges perpetuate and are
reinforced by the very people
that voice them. The opinions
become stronger with numbers and eventually deep prejudices and other forms of fear
and hate, develop as a result
of the intercourse with no
clean
external
source.
Therefore the precious family
lineage of ignorance endures.
There are many examples of
this, even at MSUM. When
someone says that something
bad or unfavorable is “gay,”
“Jewish,” or “retarded,” they
are speaking words derogatorily that developed from this
incest.
Simply because the people
that use these words to

“

‘Intellectual incest’ is a term
that means having intellectual
intercourse (talking and learning)
with someone with a very similar
intellectual make up as you.

▼
describe something negatively
have obviously not had many
experiences with people of
that group. If they had, they
would not be so blatantly
ignorant and imbecilic. And it
makes them look even more
idiotic when they say that they
don’t mean it “that” way.
Regardless, you are using the
word derogatorily.
Anyone who judges any
group of people in any way
suffers from incest. Any kind
of religious dogma that condemns anything or anyone
comes from incest, though it
is hidden insidiously behind

❒ IRAQ, from 6
are already in progress) to do
so. Only if the goal is war with
Iraq, for whatever specious
reasons, does Bush's hard
push for an inappropriate
conflict then make sense?
The real concern is that the
administration has said the
Iraq debate is “healthy,” yet it
has repeatedly made the case
that it does not need the
approval of Congress (i.e. the
representatives of the people
of the United States) or anyone else in the world. With our
President greedily controlling
all the real direction of action,
many people, especially col-

the façade of God, which by
the way to all those people
that fear (hate) other religions,
the Muslim, Jewish and
Christian religions all have the
same god.
Intolerance spawns from
perpetuated ignorance. Hate
groups are perfect examples of
intellectual incest because
they feed off each other’s hate
to make their shallow opinions law. The dogmatic views
of their intolerance are
extreme versions of intellectual incest. It is because of these
people that the same groups
are often targeted continuously, their family of narrowmindedness is strong and is
incessantly fed by an innumerable amount of blinded
people.
It does not make people look
intelligent to flaunt their idiocy around like a rag doll. I
know that if people had to live
in the situation of those that
they condescend or judge,

they would think quite differently. People don’t understand
that everything is relevant,
which means that everyone
comes from different places
and sees things from different
views.
People need to wake up and
stop being so myopic. Our
world is enormous and to
think that our little corner of it
produces a valid assumption
of the whole world is completely asinine. I accept the
fact that I don’t know very
much but I intend to travel
and learn from other places in
order to try to understand.
It is vital that we all realize
this and stop living in a shadow. Stop only accepting intercourse from your relatives and
those completely in common.
Go out, be intellectually
promiscuous and help stop
the detrimental intellectual
incest that inhibits us.
Markell can be reached
at joe_bose1@hotmail.com.

❒ DOORKNOB, from 6
lege students, feel they don't
have a voice. With this issue
the extent to which people can
actually participate in our
government's decision-making
is greatly limited, almost nonexistent. At stake is the very
foundation upon which we
build our democracy.
Friends of Democracy will
lead a petition drive where
students can express to their
elected leaders that the United
States should behave rationally and with peaceful interests
in mind. A table will be set up
in the CMU from noon to 4
p.m. today, and we will be

hosting a group tonight at 7
p.m. in CMU Rm. 204 for any
concerned students who want
to discuss what we, MSUM
students, can do in this time
of crisis.
What happens in the near
future between the United
States and Iraq has direct
consequence on our lives, and
we do have the power to make
a difference.

James S. Schumann
MSUM sophomore

Imagine a reduction in offcampus technicians. These
specialists make a good living
by maintaining that equalizing
apparatus you find at the
entrance. Who among us can
repair these mechanized additions when they become disabled?
Our friends benefit the economy in other areas. A competitive market with moderate
prices is ensured as they are
increasing the demand for
customized parts and tools.
Go to Oregon. Meet the logger
who puts bread on the family
table because someone in

Moorhead is affixing to a door
an “Out of Order” sign that
they wrote with their hands
onto a piece of paper provided
by the logger.
Ask that person if they are
lucky to have a job. Maybe
then our friends can get the
recognition they deserve. Next
time you see them, acknowledge them personally. Point
them out to others. Most
importantly, learn something
from their example.

Jimmy P. Powell
MSUM sophomore
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Depression screening promotes
awareness of mental health
By KRISTIN CLOUSTON
Staff Writer

In honor of National Depression
Screening Day, free testing is
being provided for students, faculty and the public from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. today in the CMU
Ballroom. The screenings are
being held in conjunction with a
mental health fair sponsored by
MSUM Continuing Studies, the
Clay County Local Advisory
Council, and Becker-Clay-Otter
Tail-Wilkin Adult Mental Health.
Clay County board member
Kirstin Wegenaft said the health
fair is being held to raise local
awareness of mental health concerns.
“Society’s views are shaped by
the media and entertainment
industry, Wegenaft said. “We’re
trying to give people a true picture and increase their understanding of mental illness.”
Speakers will address topics
such as mental health stigmas,
domestic violence, anger management and spirituality in mental
health. Lakeland Mental Health
Center psychologist Jennifer Lees
said, “The presentations are great
for students because they are
given in layman’s terms, and discuss coping strategies and treatments.”

Prairie at St. John’s ssistant
clinical/nursing services director
Mary Randleman will give a presentation on mental illness stigmas. She said college students
experience many life stresses that
can intensify the systems of a
psychiatric disorder such as anxiety, depression and substance
abuse. Randleman added that
having a mental illness is not
easy to accept and is hard to tell
your friends about.
“I see many individuals that are
suffering in silence because they
feel different and undesirable,”
she said.
According to Randleman, students need to know that mental
illness is real and has a biological
basis. She said, “Even though it’s
uncomfortable to talk about, people need to discuss what they
believe and find out the truth
about mental illness. Attending a
workshop like this is a first step
in conquering the stigma surrounding mental illness.”
Students seeking help can also
contact the MSUM Counseling
and Personal Growth Center.
Counselor
and
professor
Elizabeth Evenson said the center
had almost 1,400 appointments
for counseling last year.
Evenson listed some of the top
counseling concerns as depres-

❒ WEB SITE, from front
because they wanted to.”
However, the Web site is not
just out there to make
money. The catch is, after
Brian acquires his first $1
million, he will donate half of
whatever he makes after that
to charity.
That was the original plan.
But now, Beyer has decided
to donate $100 every time he
hits a $500 plateau.
Those who have donated $1
can then go to the Web site
and vote on the charity they
would like to give to. If one of
their choices is not listed,
they can name a new charity
and vote for that one, Beyer
said.
Since the Web site’s creation on June 1, it has raised
$739 and Brian has already
given $100 to charity.
The first winning charity
was
Minnesota
Special
Olympics.
Don’t think that the first
$739 earned is clear profit
for Beyer. There are, as with
any business, start-up costs
to get the whole show rolling.
The bill for just having the
site on the Web is $15 a
month,
plus
advertising
expenses, such as stickers
and T -shirts and getting a
P.O. box has cost around
$700, Beyer said. As of now
he is breaking even, but that
is no deterrent for Beyer.
“It is not like there is a
timeline on the project. Once
I graduate this December, I
will be able to donate more
time to the project and get
other ideas on the page,”
Beyer said.
For $700 spent on advertising, most would say Beyer is
doing quite well. When most
corporations
can’t
even
maintain a Web site that
makes a profit, Beyer has
been able to do it mainly by
word of mouth.
“A lot people hear about the
site and check it out, and
then, they tell their friends,”
Beyer said. “Then their
friends want to get involved.”
This technique has worked
well for Beyer thus far, but
he knows additions and further work will help to bring
in new people. Beyer and Litt

“

A lot of people hear
about the site and check it
out, and then, they tell
their friends.
Brian Beyer
Founder of givemeadollar.org

are hoping to add to his site
as soon as possible.
Litt said, “We want to create
a flash banner. Then we can
trade it with other local businesses.”
Flash banner is in the
future, but one of the new
ideas is already rolling. It is
called the pet page, and it is
just that. It is a Web page
dedicated to contributors
who wish to post their pet’s
pictures on the Internet, a
pet lover’s dream.
Beyer also has a message
board where people can post
little tidbits of encouragement or just say “what’s up”
to whoever. There are numerous responses from people
all over the area in support of
what Beyer is doing. One person gave commendations and
offered prayers for Beyer’s
cause. Others have mainly
said they wish they had
thought of the idea first.
Other ideas for the Web site
include creating a map of the
United States to show where
each donation has come
from. So far the map would
include 10 states as far west
as California and Oregon to
the more southern state of
Tennessee. This figure is just
after four months of operations. Who knows what other
states will be included on
this after one year of
www.givemeadollar.org.
“If people want to give, they
can give. It is just a passive
thing,” Beyer said.
“I mean really, when was
last time you gave a dollar to
charity?”
Donations can be mailed to
givemeadollar.org, P.O. Box
9467 Fargo N.D. 581069467.
Wagner can be reached
at wagnered@mnstate.edu.

sion, anxiety, relationship difficulties, family issues, self-esteem
issues, anger, grief, stress and
psychosomatic symptoms. She
said they refer students struggling with drugs and/or alcohol
and those involved in an abusive
relationship or who have been
sexually assaulted to the Hendrix
Health Center. They also refer
students to the health center who
they think might be helped by
medication.
Evenson said services at the
counseling center are free, except
a small fee may be charged for
tests or inventories. She added
that they do not break confidentiality unless the student is at
risk to harm oneself or others, or
if there is suspected child abuse
or endangerment to a vulnerable
adult. She said, “The counselors
assist students by listening, providing healthy options, being supportive, and utilizing various
therapy techniques.”
Positive techniques being presented at the fair include spirituality in mental health and problem-solving attitudes. According
to
Fergus
Falls
Regional
Treatment Center chaplain Sister
Char Grossman, spirituality is
not the same as religion, it’s find

❒ HEALTH, page 13

❒ VISITATION, from front
However, in the four years
Conner has been here, she has
not received any petitions on visitation hours, she said.
The policy on hours currently is
based on the fact that, except for
Grantham, they are the only single gender halls on campus.
Conner said MSUM offers single
gender halls for residents who
may feel more comfortable with
access to living areas being a little more restricted than in a typical co-ed hall.
Grantham is grouped with these
dorms because it is connected to
Nelson, and the two buildings
share a hall desk and mailboxes.
These dorms also have the greatest amount of new students and
the least amount of returning
upper class students, Conner
said.
“Future change is always a possibility,” Conner said.
But incidents like vandalism to
doors and locks, an increase of
unescorted guests and violations
of existing hours don’t promote
change, Conner said.
While nothing has been formally presented to student senate,
the topic was brought up at a
recent meeting.
Peter Hartje, senate president,
said he is interested in seeing the
petition. Including the student
senate in the effort for change
would bring better recognition to
the effort.
Grantham resident assistant Jo
Stange is also interested in the

petition. She said she thinks the
24-hour visitation has been successful in co-ed halls and would
like to see it move into single gender dorms. However, she does see
the connection Grantham has to
Nelson to be the biggest hang-up
for change.
Of the three colleges in the
Fargo-Moorhead area, MSUM’s
policies are the most lenient.
According to Jennifer Krueger,
Assistant
Director
of
the
Department of Residential Life at
NDSU, guests have to leave all
halls by 2 a.m.
Concordia has just amended
their policies for visitation hours
last year. Jim Meier, Associate
Dean of Students and Director of
Residential Life, said the changes
were made while trying to find a
balance among the students need
for privacy, social interaction and
both group and individual study.
The amended hours in traditional halls at Concordia are 2
p.m. to midnight Monday through
Thursday, noon through 1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday and noon
through midnight Sunday. In
their apartments, visitation hours
are noon to 1 a.m. Sunday
through Saturday.
Asp has not yet met with the
student senate and a decision on
the future of this effort has not
been made.
To sign the petition, call Asp at
236-3244.
Miller can be reached
at lefty_smiller@hotmail.com.
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MSUM theater kicks off season
with popular U.S. musical ‘1776’

passed, now preserved as a historical hand, a lot of people don’t realize how
site, and this first-hand experience important these men and their decisions
Staff Writer
makes the finished set sparkle with life.
were or how important John Adams was
For those who can’t afford plane fare,
History buffs and travelers alike will in the fight for independence.
MSUM’s fall musical “1776” is offering a marvel at the re-creation of the room, ac“This play makes that very clear,”
round-trip ticket to Liberty Hall in curate right down to the silver inkwell Bartruff continued, “because he is the
Philadelphia. The temperature in and quills used to sign the Declaration. play’s hero. The villain of the piece is anPhiladelphia is 87 degrees and the gang’s The set breathes a quiet and formidable other patriot named John Dickinson
all there, debating the pesky issue of New England strength
who, no matter what,
statehood and fighting about whether or while the raked stage
tries to stop him at every
not to open the windows.
comes out like the prow
turn. And the ultimate
Check preconceptions and dull history of a ship, projecting a
payoff is that both men
Even
though
the
outcome
of
notes at the door as director Jim Bartruff sense of energy that imget a chance to have
the play is obvious, there’s a
and company take theatergoers back to mediately establishes
their moment and be cellot more suspense than you
the summer of ’76 to witness the drafting that this is not an ordiebrated for their accommight think.
of a heretical little document titled the nary staid costume
plishments as well as the
Declaration of Independence.
drama.
sacrifices that they made
Ryan Legler
The journey begins with the sight of set
According to Bartruff,
to make this country,
MSUM junior
designer Roray Hedges’ impressive take balancing historical authis experiment, come
on Liberty Hall. Both Hedges and thenticity with an apinto being.”
Bartruff have made recent pilgrimages to proach that’s relevant
Senior Adam Sidler
the room where the Declaration was to modern theatergoers
plays the role of John
is always a
Dickinson and said that
concern when producing a the historical context of the play provides
play set in a different time a
unique rehearsal atmosphere.
period.
“Sometimes rehearsal is like, ‘OK, I’m
“It’s hard because there going to class because everyday I go and
are a lot of people out there learn about what these guys were all
who think they know these about, their times, their jargon,” Sidler
characters pretty well,” said. “I think the director is taking a
Bartruff said. “I guess, in great sense of responsibility and ownerthe broadest sense, the ship and expects us to do the same with
biggest challenge is paying our characters.”
homage to and providing
The nearly all-male cast packs an extra
the appropriate amount of punch.
reverence to the people
“Any time you get a group of guys towhose lives we’re bringing to gether, there’s going to be a different dythe stage. But at the same namic,” Sidler said. He paused and
time we’re helping contem- addsed mischievously, “It's a lot of fun,
porary audiences remember actually.”
that they were people at an
Fun? A musical about the Declaration
extraordinary time who had of Independence? Twenty-odd men and
shortcomings and failings two women wearing cumbersome clothjust like the rest of us. But ing and bursting into songs about polithey also had enormous tics? The cast acknowledged that much
strength of character, a of their audience may be surprised that a
quality that may be lacking musical about a historical event can be
amongst political figures of so engaging.
our day.”
“I think maybe when people hear about
The actors in this week’s the show or see a flier they think it’s just
production also have the going to be a big history lesson,” Sidler
unique challenge of bringing said, “but it's really fun and witty.”
American legends to life.
Junior Ryan Legler, who takes on the
“Unlike other characters role of Ben Franklin, agreed.
that you might play in a tra“Sometimes when we learn about hisditional musical, where the tory we only see the stuffy aspect. But in
research material is limited, this show you see a lot of personality,”
here there is literally a li- Legler said.
brary full of information,”
When asked what elements of the play
said Bartruff. “Is that might surprise audience members,
Therese Noel, a junior who plays John
PETE MONTECUOLLO/PHOTO EDITOR daunting on one hand? Yes,
Ryan Legler (left), as Benjamin Franklin and Thomas because people come in Adams’ wife and staunch ally Abigail,
Johnson, as Thomas Jefferson, debate over what the with a certain amount of expectations. But on the other
national symbol should be in the musical “1776.”
1776, page 18
By ALICIA UNDERLEE
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❒

Ani DiFranco dishes out live political rants
Five years ago, Ani DiFranco released
her first live album, “Living In Clip,” cementing her status as the feminist
spokeswoman of choice for impressionable young women
“So Much
everywhere.
A
Shouting, So
fiercely independent
Much Laughter” singer -songwriter,
by Ani DiFranco she had been slowly
building up her following and agenda
throughout the ’90s,
until the live album
placed her firmly in
the
public
consciousness.
Since then, Ani
DiFranco has recogMIKE
nized as much as a
MATTHEIS patron saint of confused young women
Music critic
and
bugaboo
to
right-wing male pigs as she has become
known as a multi-talented musical force.
With her second live album, DiFranco

proves she can still rock the house,
whether the house wants to be rocked or
not. Her politics, however, still draw a
line in the sand that can appear more
like a 30 foot wall to many prospective
listeners. So, first comes the music.
“So Much Shouting, So Much Laughter”
comprises the last two years of touring,
featuring a steady six-piece lineup. The
cohesiveness of this lineup is evident, as
songs from the entire span of the
DiFranco catalogue are played out in extensive jam fashion.
From blues to jazz, funk to rock, the
backing band provide a strong yet flexible backdrop for DiFranco’s forceful acoustic guitar playing and elastic vocals.
The live sound is also done in an exemplary fashion, cutting out much extraneous crowd noise and bringing the focus
more tightly on the intensity of the performances presented.
The sound captures the passion of conviction wonderfully, but it is the conviction
itself
that
tends
to
give

people pause.
At this point in time, Ani DiFranco
stands as arguably the most politicized
artist working a somewhat mainstream
vein.
Presenting a platform of women's
rights, personal empowerment and anticonservative zeal raised to the ninth degree usually leads to a rabid following of
knee-jerk reactionaries and short sighted
reverse sexists, and DiFrano’s fans do include these negatively influenced activists.
There is, however, a fine distinction to
be made between DiFranco's vision,
more a personal exploration of the ideology of individual freedom and choice,
and the controversy favored by her
hobby-less lunatic fringe.
DiFranco is sharp enough not to rail against misogyny by attacking men directly, but the more introspective and
subversive style she favors still makes

❒
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F-M Opera makes fairy tale come true
By SARAH OLSONAWSKI
Features Editor

The Fargo-Moorhead Opera production of “Cinderella” won’t include a wand-waving godmother,
but the popular opera features
many familiar elements from the
famous fairy tale. The opera by
Gioacchino Rossini will begin at 8
p.m. Friday and 2 p.m. Sunday at
NDSU’s Festival Concert Hall.
The opera, sung in English, will
feature the musical talents of
Katherine Ellingson, an MSUM
music instructor, one of seven
main characters in the opera,
Cinderella’s stepsister Thisbe
Ellingson has experience performing and directing. She has
been the vocal music director for
MSUM’s Straw Hat Players for five
years. She was the music director
for the 2002 MSUM production of
“Oklahoma.”
This past summer, she was vocal
and orchestra director for “Fiddler
on the Roof” in Detroit Lakes. Her
previous FMO experiences include principle’s in both “Barber
of Seville” and “Bertha,” which is
part of the reason Ellingson was
asked to take the role of Thisbe
for “Cinderella.”
“Mostly, the bigger parts are given
based on what you’ve already done and
who you know,” Ellingson said.
“Sometimes this can be bad. If there’s an
upcoming role I really want and I’m not
asked to do it, I don't even have a shot at
it.”
Ellingson said the opera is hard work,
but worth it. They started rehearsing
Sept. 23 and had three weeks to put the
final production together. When the
principals started, they had all the
music learned and memorized. The production rehearsed more than 43 hours a

SidBAeR

at first sight. Ali Doro, the
prince’s tutor, helps Cinderella
attend the ball at the palace. The
rest is fairy tale history.
“There are more similarities to
the popular story than differences. This version just has some
added twists,” Ellingson said.
There is a stepfather instead of
the typical stepmother, but the
classic stepsisters are the same,
said Ellingson.
The other big difference is the
absence of the fairy godmother.
The character in this opera, Ali
Doro, plays a non-magical narrator role.
“We’re puppets to him and he’s
weaving us in and out of the
story,” Ellingson said.
Doro facilitates the meeting of
the Prince and Cinderella, much
like the fairy godmother did.
The opera is comical and entertaining, said Ellingson.
“We have hilarious costumes,”
she said.
There are many things to look at
on stage and the musical talents
are the best around, said
Ellingson.
Julian Reed, music director for
many FMO productions, returns,
ILLUSTRATION BY MATT KAUFENBERG
along with stage director Gary
week.
Briggle.
The storyline is varied from the popular
Regular ticket prices for the opera are
fairy tale.
$23 and $30. Senior and student tickets
Cinderella is mistreated by her selfish are available for $20 and $26.
stepfather Don Magnifico and by her
Call for group rates. Student rush tickstepsisters, who hope to attract the at- ets for $12 are available 15 minutes betention of Prince Ramiro.
fore the performance.
The Prince, they have heard, is searchFree opera discussions take place one
ing for a wife. But Prince Ramiro hour prior to curtain in Beckwith Recital
changes place with his valet, Dandini, so Hall, next to Festival Hall. Call 231-9442
he can see the true nature of the women for tickets.
within the homes he visits.
When he enters the home of Don
Olsonawski can be reached
Magnifico, he falls in love with Cinderella
at sjo1250@hotmail.com.

Fargo-Moorhead events
and performances

10.11
Coming Out Dance
8 p.m.
309 Broadway

10.11
Harvest Moon Fling
8 p.m.
Fargo Holiday Inn

10.12
Comedian Bob Zany
8 and 10:30 p.m.
309 Broadway

10.13
Roger Clyne and
The Peacemakers
8 p.m.
Kirby’s

10.14

Jason Loewenstein
with June Panic and
The Sin Horses
Ralph’s Corner Bar

10.13
Calvin Johnson
with Little Wings and
June Panic
Ultra Lounge Ballroom

Sweet versus evil

Hot Wax

‘Red Dragon’ and ‘Sweet Home Alabama’ make strong box office openings
I love movies. Who doesn’t? They take
our minds off the eternal boredom of assigned reading from classes. A good
movie can stir up any range of
emotions in the viewer.
“Red Dragon” and
In fact, I like
“Sweet Home
movies so much I
Alabama”
work in one of the
theaters here in
town. You may know
it as the “Dollar
Theater”
or
the
“Cheap Theater” but
my check actually
says
Safari
7
Cinema.
For my first review,
DAVE
I went to the psychoMARTIN
logical thriller “Red
Dragon.” Anthony
Movie reviewer
Hopkins is back for
this “Silence of the
Lambs” prequel, playing everyone’s favorite cannibal, Dr. Hannibal Lecter.
Edward Norton plays special agent
Jack Graham, the FBI agent who originally captured the ingenious Dr. Lecter.
The film starts with a recap of the capture of Hannibal and then advances a
few years.
Agent Graham is pulled back into the
mix after two brutal slayings of entire
families that occur in two different states
with apparently no connection. Soon, he
is forced to resume his relationship with
the imprisoned Hannibal to get an idea of
who the killer is and what drives them to
commit the acts.
This starts an entertaining game of
back and forth between the imprisoned
doctor, the killer and the cop.
Overall, I thought this film was quite
good. However I found some spots to be
very predictable, especially toward the
end of the movie.
This could be because of the type of
movie, as well as it being part of a series
of films.
It contains about the same amount of

violence and gore as “Silence” and
“Hannibal.” Hopkins, as usual, makes
Hannibal an entertaining if not disturbing character. The character of the killer
is interesting and keeps you asking,
what could he possibly be capable of
doing next.
“Red Dragon” is playing at Century 10
Cinema on two screens.
“Red Dragon”: ✩✩✩✩
(Out of five stars)
“Sweet Home Alabama” was the other
movie I reviewed.
This movie stars Reese Witherspoon.
Now, honestly. this is not the first movie
I
would
nor mally
run out
and see,
but, the
only other
option
w
a
s
Jackie
Chan’s
“ T h e
Tuxedo.”
The first
thing
I
noticed
when
I
entered
the theater was
that the
room was more than 75 percent female.
Yeah, this was definitely a chick flick.
As
the
movie
opens,
Melanie
(Witherspoon) is 10 years old and running on the beach in Alabama as a storm
comes in.
The boy she is with asks her to marry
him and, as the two youngsters kiss,
there is an age progression and a flash of
lightning splits the sky, forwarding the
movie to present day New York.
It is now seven years since Melanie

Carmichael moved north and made the
most of her time by becoming an up-andcoming fashion designer as well as the
girlfriend of the New York mayor’s son.
All of this is achieved as she tries to
hide her country roots.
When she is surprised with an elaborate proposal, she quickly jets back
home and arrives at the doorstep of her
husband to demand a divorce.
Many interesting events make the viewers roll their eyes from the repetition of
the genre, but, in all, it ends up to not be
a completely awful movie.
The surrounding characters actually
made this movie more enjoyable than the
stars.
You
don’t
have to take
my word for
it, but this
movie was decent and not
much more.
Although,
I
think a majority of the
women
out
there
may
disagree with
me.
“ S w e e t
H o m e
Alabama” is
playing
at
West
Acres
14.
Movies coming to Fargo-Moorhead on
Friday include:
Safari 7: “Spiderman,” “Lilo & Stitch,”
and “Martin Lawrence Live.”
Century 10: “Rules of Attraction,”
“White Oleander,” and “Brown Sugar.”
West Acres 14: “Knockaround Guys,”
and “The Transporter.”
“Sweet Home Alabama”: ✩✩✩
(Out of five stars)
Martin can be reached
at martind@mnstate.edu.

1 BECK

Sea Change

2 LES CLAYPOOL FROG BRIGADE Les Claypool Frog ...
3 HOT WATER MUSIC

Caution

4 TEGAN AND SARA

If It Was You

5

QUEENS OF THE STONE AGE Songs for the Deaf

6

BURNING BRIDGES Fall of the Plastic Empire

7 SAHARA HOTNIGHTS
8

LOT SIX

9

GUTTERMOUTH

Jennie Bomb
Animals
Gusto

1 0 VANDALS Internet Dating Super Studs
11

FILMMAKER

An Invitation To An Accident

1 2 DIVISION OF LAURA LEE

Black City

1 3 MATT SKIBA AND KEVIN SECONDS
1 4 MILEMAKER
15

DOUG MARTSCH

16

CAVE IN

Split CD

Satanic Verses
Now You Know
Tides of Tomorrow

1 7 COLDPLAY A Rush of Blood To The Head
18

SILVERCHAIR

1 9 RHETT MILLER
20

FIRETRUCS

Diorama
The Instigator
Hovercraft

Courtesy of KMSC
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❒ HEALTH, from 9
ing and focusing on what gives
you value in life. She said, “We
are not only a physical being,
but have emotional, social, mental and spiritual aspects of ourselves.”
Professional
speaker
Ann
Dolence will be discussing ways
to choose one’s attitude and how
to find the best possible outcome
when problem solving. She said,
“It’s finding that open window
when the door closes.”
A variety of organizations offering support services including
The Village, the YWCA, the
Region IV Council on Domestic
Abuse, and Clay County Public
Health will also have information
booths set up at the fair.
Clouston can be reached
at KrisClouston@aol.com

New writers are
welcome at
weekly Advocate
meetings.
Monday at 4:30
in CMU 207.

Advertise in
The Advocate
classifieds.
Call Teri at
236-2551
for more
information.

The
Advocate
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NEWS & NOTES
Ralph Micheli earned his 50th
victory as Dragon head football
coach last Saturday
against
Minnesota,
Crookston.
Only Ross
Fortier (152)
DRAGON TALES
and Sliv Nemzek
(67) have won more games with
the Dragons.
Football sophomore center
Chris Schaefer will have knee
surgery in October and is expected to receive a medical redshirt
this season. Schaefer was injured
in the Dragons’ game against
Concordia-St. Paul on Sept. 28.
The MSUM women’s golf team
closed the fall portion of Its
2002-03 schedule with a fourthplace finish at last weekend’s
NSIC Golf Championships at the
Eagle Creek Golf Club in Willmar,
Minn. Amanda Johnson led the
Dragons, shooting 91 and 97 for
a two-day total of 188 in the tournament.

Thursday, Oct. 10, 2002

Men’s rugby annihilates St. John’s
University, Collegeville, Minn.
in a Midwest Rugby Union
game at home.
The win guarantees MSUM a
spot in the MRU tournament,
where it will have a shot at
qualifying for the national
club rugby tournament.
“It was our primary goal
from the very beginning of the
year,” captain Jim Diffley
said. “We’ve been gunning for

By SCOTT DCAMP
Staff Writer

A 3-0 shutout victory by the
women’s soccer team and a
blowout victory in football
didn’t compare to the men’s
rugby performance last weekend.
The Dragons were on the
winning end of a lopsided
53-5 victory over St. John’s

it since mid-August.”
MSUM dominated from the
start, scoring nine five-point
trys, including six in the first
half, allowing plenty of time
for younger players to see
action.
MSUM took control of the
contest right off the bat, when
junior Brian Sutlief scored

❒ RUGBY, page 16

SATURDAY’S SCORE

DRAGONS

JOHNNIES

53

5

HOMECOMING 2002

Eagles declawed

Source: MSUM athletic Web site

TRIVIA
1. In the movie “Varsity Blues,”
what was the name of the featured high school football team?
2a. Who is the captain of
England’s national soccer team?
2b. What former Spice Girl did
he marry?
3. Including this season, how
many years has Ralph Micheli
been head football coach at
MSUM?

JASON PROCHNOW/THE ADVOCATE

Senior quarterback Brad Duerr tries to hurdle Crookston strong safety Nick Starcevic’s tackle in last Saturday’s game.

Answers:
1:West Canaan
Coyotes.
2a: David Beckham.
2b: Posh Spice.
3: 10.

Dragons rout U of M Crookston by posting
highest point total in more than three years
By HAYDEN GOETHE

SPEAKING

“

I didn’t think I’d
ever score. It was
pure shock.
Sophomore men’s soccer defender
Barry Sniezek after scoring his first-ever
collegiate goal last Saturday.

Staff Writer

A strong performance from senior quarterback Brad Duerr, coupled with a rejuvenated
defense, led to a 49-21 Dragon Homecoming
victory over the University of Minnesota,
Crookston.
Saturday’s triumph was the Dragons (2-2,
1-2 NSIC) first NSIC victory of the season and
highest scoring total in more than three seasons.
“We just started playing [defensively] and
stopped making mistakes,” Dragon head
coach Ralph Micheli said.

At the start of the game, the Dragon defense
had difficulties adjusting to Golden Eagle
trick plays. On the first play of their opening
possession, Crookston unleashed a double
reverse, catching the Dragons off guard for
an 80-yard run and a 7-0 lead. But the
Dragons responded with a seven-play, 67yard drive on their first offensive possession,
tying the score at 7-7.
On the ensuing kickoff, the Dragons caught
the Golden Eagles off guard with an onside
kick, which resulted in another Dragon
touchdown.

❒ FOOTBALL, page 16

MSUM

UMC

49

21

GAME NOTES
After some creative play calling in
the first quarter, U of M Crooskton
ran out of trick plays, failing to
score in the second half. Senior
running back Shane Carter led a
potent Dragon offense with 110
yards on nine carries and a TD.

Men’s soccer blanks UND
Dragons take commanding lead in Great Plains Conference
By JOE WHETHAM
Sports Editor

Senior forward
Chris Carlson
turns on a UND
defender in last
Saturday’s 5-0
victory over
the Sioux at
home.
PETE MONTECUOLLO/
PHOTO EDITOR

Sophomore defender Barry Sniezek found
himself in an unfamiliar situation last
Saturday.
Positioned as a forward
late in the second half,
Sniezek — who played
backup goaltender last season — notched his first collegiate goal, helping the
men’s soccer team blank
UND 5-0 at home.
Sniezek
“I didn’t think I’d ever
score. It was pure shock,” said Sniezek, who
received a 25-yard pass, juggled around UND’s

sweeper and cracked the ball with the inside of
his right foot. “It was a great feeling.”
Despite losing 17 pounds this summer
through daily runs and two-hour soccer sessions, Sniezek said he was surprised he made
this year’s team, which has qualified for
nationals the last three years.
“I felt like a god at last year’s tournament,”
Sniezek said. “I hope I can do my part to help
us qualify for this year’s tournament.”
After a scoreless first half, senior center midfielder Chris “Dre” Andreasen began the
Dragons’ (7-0-1) scoring onslaught midway
through the second half, heading a crossed ball
in the far right corner of UND’s (1-7-0) net.

❒ SOCCER, page 16
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“It takes a special person to sit through all that. She must really love the game.”
— Junior outside hitter Melinda Freer

Road to recovery

Junior Valerie Wolf overcomes injuries to lead young volleyball squad

J

unior Val Wolf has had
some ups and downs in
her volleyball career at
MSUM.
The downs have been more
frequent over
the last year, By DUSTIN
MONKE
but Wolf isn’t
••••••••••••••••••••••
about to let
STAFF WRITER
the downs —
notably, an injury to her right
shoulder — cloud her otherwise successful campaign as a
Dragon.
Her freshman and sophomore
years as a middle hitter were
promising, as she was named
to the All-NSIC second team
both seasons.
But a persistent injury in her
right shoulder kept her sidelined all of last year.
“It was an overuse injury,”
Wolf said. “I tore cartilage in
my shoulder. [The doctors] also
tightened the joint capsule
because it was too loose. It had
been a nagging thing for two
years, the pain. I had been to
rehab to try to get it stronger
but it never did.”
The following summer Wolf
visited a specialist, who said
her shoulder needed thermal
shrinkage to heal properly. But
after further diagnosis, Wolf
said the specialist discovered
torn cartilage, the cause of her
pain.

After missing all of last season with a shoulder injury, junior
Valerie Wolf, a preseason NSIC player to watch, has been an
invaluable player for the Dragons this season.
“I decided right before volleyball season to get [surgery]
done because then I would be
ready to play a little bit of the
spring season and for sure I’d
be able to play this season,”

she said.
Wolf was given a medical redshirt last year, which resulted
in an additional year of eligibility.
“I think it was tough for her to

sit on the sideline and watch,”
senior defensive specialist
Rebecca Serbus said.
“It takes a special person to
sit through all that,” junior
outside hitter Melinda Freer
said. “She must really love the
game.”
Wolf was named a preseason
player to watch in the NSIC
this season, as well as named
captain of the Dragons’ squad.
She’s recently returned to the
Dragons’ lineup and is trying to
help lead the young team back
to the top of the NSIC.
“Being a player to watch in
the NSIC puts another expectation on me,” she said. “I kind of
felt that my coaches would feel
that way, want me to perform
better.
“The NSIC put their [list] out
that said I was one of the players to watch. Now I feel like I
have to perform up to their
expectations too.”
According to head coach
Tammy
Blake-Kath,
Wolf
brings competitiveness and a
strong work ethic to the
Dragons.
“When she gets her momentum going, you have to give her
the ball every time,” BlakeKath said.
Along with growing expecta-

When the MSUM volleyball
team got ready to face two
NSIC opponents at home last
weekend, they knew the
games would be a huge factor
in how the rest of their season would unfold.
The Dragons’ (6-13, 2-5
NSIC) slump was extended to
four games with a closely-

❒ WOLF, page 16

❒ VOLLEY, page 16

PETE MONTECUOLLO/PHOTO EDITOR

Junior outside hitter Melinda
Freer attempts to kill the ball
over a Southwest State defender in last Friday’s match.

Volleyball
drops pivotal
NSIC matches
at home
By DUSTIN MONKE
Staff Writer

NSIC OPENING WEEKEND — WOMEN’S SOCCER

Dragons dominate Beavers, fall to Bulldogs
MSUM 3, BEMIDJI STATE 0

MINN.-DULUTH 4, MSUM 0

Freshman Ross
tallies two goals
in victory over
Bemidji State
By JOE WHETHAM
Sports Editor

A conference-opening victory
was suffice, but head women’s
soccer coach Eric Swanbeck
was looking for more last
Saturday.
The Dragons (2-7-1, 1-1 NSIC)
made short work of Bemidji
(Minn.) State University in a 30 shut out at home.
But despite the Dragons’ second highest offensive output of
the season, Swanbeck said the
Dragons should have produced
more offense.
“We
dominated
them,”
Swanbeck said. “We should
have generated some more
offense.”
Bemidji State (3-6-0, 0-4
NSIC) fielded a complete team,
but had only two substitions.
Four Beaver players failed to
make the trip.

JASON PROCHNOW/THE ADVOCATE

Senior defender Megan Sawarynski successfully slide tackles a Minnesota-Duluth forward in the
Dragons’ 4-0 loss to the Bulldogs last Sunday at home.
In an effort add a stronger
offensive punch, Swanbeck
pushed four forwards into the
attack in the first half —
instead of two.
His new formation paid divi-

FOOTBALL

AHEAD

The Dragons are home
against the University of
Minnesota-Duluth on
Saturday. Kickoff is scheduled to begin at 1:30 p.m.

dens immediately, with freshman midfielder Maureen Ross
notching the game’s first goal
late in the half.
Senior
defender
Megan
Sawarynski scored her first

goal of the season early in the
second half, with the assist
going to freshman forward
Danielle Thompson.
Ross scored again, her third
goal of the season, securing the

CROSS COUNTRY

WOMEN’S SOCCER

The men’s and women’s
cross country teams compete
in the MSUM Invitational on
Friday at the Ponderosa Golf
Course in Glyndon, Minn.

The Dragons have two road
matches this weekend,
beginning with the
University of Minnesota,
Morris at 1 p.m. Saturday.

Dragons’ 3-0 victory.
“We attacked with our best
four people,” Swanbeck said.
“We were in their end of the
field 90 percent of the game.”
Freshman Tammi Radder and
sophomore Alicia Levorsen
each played a half in net, but
saw little action.
Radder turned away one
Beaver shot, as the Dragons
outshot Bemidji State 15-2.
Sunday the Dragons couldn’t
continue their offensive hot
streak, dropping a tough 4-0
match to Minnesota-Duluth at
home.
Despite being outshot by
Bulldogs (8-3-0, 4-0 NSIC)
21-2, the score remained 0-0
after 45 minutes.
But in the second half, the
Bulldogs took advantage of
poor Dragon defensive marking, sealing their fifth-consecutive victory with four secondhalf goals.
“They’re a better team than
us,” Swanbeck said. “We made
a couple of mistakes. Our problems with marking people in
the box. You just can’t do that
and expect to win.”
Whetham can be reached
at whethajo@mnstate.edu.

MEN’S SOCCER
Men’s soccer plays host to
South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology at 10 a.m.
Sunday at the intramural-soccer fields east of the track.
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Sophomore fullback Jim Whooper, left, has been a major offensive catalyst for the Dragons this season.

❒ RUGBY, from 14
the game’s first try on
MSUM’s second possession.
The conversion kick failed
and MSUM was off to a quick
5-0 lead.
Two possessions later,
MSUM was at it again, with
Sutlief scoring his second try
of the game. The Dragons
missed the ensuing kick,
resulting in a 10-0 lead.
It took MSUM another two
possessions to score when
Mike Nicholson plunged into
the try-zone for another
score. The conversion kick
was good and MSUM led 170.
“Having a big lead in any

We were able to do what
we wanted today and we
executed correctly.
Brad Duerr
Senior quarterback

this season due to a fourth
quarter collapse, but not last
Saturday.
Holding a 42-21 lead late in
the third quarter, the Dragons
went on a drive spanning more
than seven minutes, running
the football with great command.
“We were able to do what we
wanted today and we executed correctly,” Duerr said after
the game.
The Dragons finished with
321 yards rushing on 63 carries.
Along with Carter’s exploits,
Duerr ran for 63 yards and
junior running back Jake
Sternhagen rushed for 58
yards.

The Dragons will have their
hands full this weekend
when they play host to undefeated
University
of
Minnesota-Duluth.
The Bulldogs are coming off
a 38-7 win last week over
Southwest State University,
Marshall, Minn.
“Best overall team in the
conference,” Micheli said of
the Bulldogs. “We got to be
able to move the ball, control
the ball. We can’t make any
turnovers.”
Duerr recognizes that this
is going to be a big test for
the Dragons if they want to
prove they’re NSIC contenders.
“We know they’re a good
team with a good offense,”
Duerr said. “We’re gonna
have to come out and play a
good game.”
The Dragons square off
against the Bulldogs on
Saturday at home.
Kickoff is scheduled to
begin at 1:30 p.m.
Goethe can be reached
at coomscorner8@hotmail.com.

❒ SOCCER, from 14
varsity sport allows coaches
or captains to put in less
experienced players,” Diffley
said. “It just helps us for the
future.”
MSUM controlled the second half, much the same
way they controlled the first.
Diffley scored two trys and
first year player Miguel
Gonzalez scored his first collegiate try.
Saturday the Dragons travel to Thunder Bay, Ontario to
take on Lakehead University
in an exhibition game.
DCamp can be reached
at dcampsc@mnstate.edu.

❒ VOLLEY, from 15
contested 28-30, 30-27,
26-30, 30-28, 15-12 loss to
Southwest State University,
Marshall, Minn., and a 2130, 31-29, 23-30, 25-30 loss
to Wayne (Neb.) State
College.
Friday’s loss to Southwest
State hit the Dragons hard,
resulting in their fourth loss
in five matches.
Even though the Dragons
fell to Southwest State (7-11,
3-2 NSIC), head coach
Tammy Blake-Kath said she
was in high spirits about the
game.
“We talked about serving
more aggressive tonight,”
Blake-Kath said after the
game. “We were taking some
risks with our serves.”
The Dragons came from
behind against the Mustangs
in both set wins, thanks in
part to junior middle hitter
Val Wolf.
“Tonight was the best she
has played all season,”
Blake-Kath
said.
“She
blocked well, she played well,
her timing was much better.”
“We came out, played hard
and had fun,” Wolf said.
Wolf finished with 10 kills
and four blocks, the majority
of her production coming
late in game four when the
Dragons went on a 7-0 run,
battling back from a 28-23
deficit to take the 30-28 victory.
The deciding fifth game
went back and forth, but in
the end it was the Mustangs
who found a way to pull out
the victory.
“Its hard to fall back a few

Clinging to a 28-21 first-half
lead, the Dragons’ defense
was especially stingy in the
second half.
“They played better in the
second half,” Duerr said of
the Dragons’ defense. “They
figured out what they were
doing at halftime, and they
played a better half.”
The offense played solidly
the entire game. Duerr
scored three rushing touchdowns and threw for another.
Senior running back Shane
Carter was equally impressive, adding 110 yards on
nine carries and scoring a
touchdown.
Junior
wide
receiver
Davison made key receptions
in the second half, finishing
with 85 yards and a touchdown. As well as the skill
players, Duerr gave much of
the credit to the Dragons’
offensive line.
“Our line really controlled the
line of scrimmage,” Duerr said.
One of the more impressive
feats was the Dragons’ ability
to manage the clock. The
Dragons had dropped a game

“All we needed was that first
goal,” said Andreasen, who
scored his second goal of the
season. “We came out kind of
slow, so I was looking to make
that offensive spark.”
The Dragons produced three
more goals in the next 20 minutes, capped with Sniezek’s
strike in the closing moments
of the match.
“We had a lot of possession
in the first half, but we couldn’t finish,” sophomore defender Adam Voigt said.
With their commanding victory, the Dragons are in sole
possession of first place in the
Great
Plains
Soccer
Conference. Cross-town rival
NDSU (5-1-1), which leads the

conference in red-card ejections with five, is in second
place. South Dakota State
(5-3-0), Brookings, holds the
No. 3 position and the South
Dakota School of Mines and
Technology,
Rapid
City,
(4-4-0) sits in fourth place.
The Dragons play host to the
School
of
Mines
and
Technology
at
10
a.m.
Saturday at the intramural
fields east of the track.

News and notes
Paced by senior outside
midfielder Adam Ahonen’s
three goals, the Dragons
cruised to a 6-0 non-conference victory over Northern
State University, Aberdeen,

S.D. last Sunday at home ...
Junior outside midfielder
Jake Anstadt left Saturday’s
game against UND midway
through the second half after
straining his right knee ...
Senior center midfielder Tony
Graziano — who leads the
team in scoring with three
goals — has been sidelined
for the last two weeks with a
right quadricep injury ... The
Dragons could solidify their
fourth consecutive national
tournament appearance in
Chicago (Nov. 7-10) if they
win three of their last four
games.
Whetham can be reached
at whethajo@mnstate.edu.

❒ WOLF, from 15
This is the first time our
team came together and
showed what they’re
capable of.
Melinda Freer
Junior outside hitter

points. We pushed hard and
came back,” junior outside
hitter Melinda Freer said.
“This is the first time our
team came together and
showed what they’re capable
of.”
Freer continued her hot
streak, leading the Dragons
with 15 kills, 10 digs and
four aces. Junior middle hitter
Courtney
Syvertson
played well once again, contributing 10 kills, three
blocks and two aces.
In the four-game loss to
Wayne State (13-9, 4-1
NSIC), the Dragons rallied
around Syvertson, who tallied a team-high 16 kills in
addition to four assisted
blocks and one ace.
The Dragons’ only win of
the match came in game two.
Down 22-15, the Dragons
mounted
a
comeback,
thanks to Syvertson and
Freer, who paced MSUM to a
31-29 victory.
The Dragons travel to
Aberdeen, S.D. for a match
against
Northern
State
University at 7 p.m. Friday.
Monke can be reached
at dustin_monke@hotmail.com.

tions on herself and her team,
Wolf, like many student athletes, has a busy schedule.
Between classes, training,
practice and studying, Wolf’s
daily schedule leaves little time
for a social life.
“I usually carry 13 to 15 credits,” Wolf said. “It gets pretty
hectic having to go to practice
for two to three hours a day and
going home and studying and
wanting to have a social life.”
Wolf is working toward a
degree in exercise science and
would like to attend graduate
school for athletic training.
“I’m interested in either working in the college or industrial
sector for athletic training,” she
said.

Life in a mining town
Wolf excelled in high school
volleyball, where she was
named first team All-State in
North Dakota during her senior
season and was MVP and captain of her team.
She attributed her success on
the court to growing up in the
medium-sized mining town of
Beulah, N.D.
“It was a good place to grow
up,” Wolf said. “There’s no crime
and there’s nothing really exciting going on so you can kind of
immerse yourself in your sport
and that’s what I did.”
Despite her injury and lack of
competitive play in 2001, Wolf
said she’s optimistic about the
Dragons’ 2002 season.
“Right away in practice we
seemed pretty intense,” she
said. “All the upperclassmen

FILE PHOTO

Wolf was a major factor in the Dragons’ 28-4 record in 2000, which
ended with an NSIC championship.
were pretty impressed with how
intense the freshmen were.”
She deems the Dragon squad
a “promising team” with “a lot
of talent.” But she also said she
knows the Dragons still haven’t
found their niche together.
“It takes a while, especially
with volleyball,” Wolf said.
Her goal this season is to win
a conference championship

and if the Dragons fail to
accomplish that goal, Wolf said
they’ll try next year.
“I think that next year we’ll be
even better and we’ll surprise
ourselves and come out with a
conference
championship
again,” she said.
Monke can be reached
at dustin_monke@hotmail.com.
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many men uncomfortable
trying to reconcile her message with her medium.
The irony here is that
DiFranco’s more militant
fans help to drive this wedge
deeper, elevating her to the
role of their own messiah,
excluding those who do not
explicitly
support

her politics.
DiFranco does walk a thin
line between righteous and
exclusivist, but in the end it
is her music that should be
the deciding factor, not party
affiliation.
DiFranco is first and foremost a fine crafter of songs,
something too often ignored

or forgotten.
Anyway, in the long run the
message will most likely end
up moot, so at the least put
on the music, ignore the
words, and have a decent
day.
Mattheis can be reached
at matthemi@mnstate.edu.

1776, from 10

doesn't miss a beat.
“Oh, the humor,” Noel said.
“And the lewdness,” said
Legler, whose Franklin is a bit
of a dirty old man. “Some people might be surprised by the
sexual
innuendos.
Even
though the outcome of the
play is obvious, there’s a lot
more suspense than you

might think.”
The journey to Adams'
Philadelphia takes off from
MSUM’s Hansen Theatre at
7:30
p.m.
Friday
and
Saturday. Tickets may be purchased through the MSUM
Box Office at 236-2771.
Underlee can be reached
at lici720@hotmail.com
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Spring Break
SPRING BREAK 2003. Travel
with STS America’s #1 Student
Tour Operator. Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas or
Florida. Sell trips, earn cash,
travel free. Free information and
reservations: 800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.
Spring Break ’03 with
StudentCity.com. The ultimate
vacation in Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica
and more! Packages include airfare, seven nights hotel, FREE
FOOD, FREE DRINKS and 150
percent lowest price guarantee.
Reps Wanted! Organize 15
friends and get hooked up with
two free trips and VIP treatment!
Also earn extra cash and bonus
prizes just for promoting
StudentCity.com. Call 800-2931445 or e-mail sales@studentcity.com today!
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break 2003 to
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or the Bahamas for
FREE. Call us now at 800-7954786 or e-mail us at sales@suncoastvacations.com.
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the
best spring break prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE.
Reps needed. Earn $$$. Group
discounts for six+. 888-THINKSUN (888-844-6578 dept. 2626)
or www.springbreakdiscounts.com.
Sixteen years. One spring break
destination. One company. Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, and you will
never want to use a different
Spring Break company again! Sign
up by Nov. 1 and get more than
$100 in food and merchandise
FREE. 800-875-4525.
www.bianchirossi.com. Travel
FREE–ask how.
MSUM spring break: Are you
going? Then GO DIRECT.
Guaranteed LOWEST price,
FREE drinks/meals/insurance!
Campus reps wanted! Organize
some friends and travel FREE!
Zero customer complaints! 800367-1252.
www.springbreakDIRECT.com.

CLASSIFIEDS
Earn a free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for
students or organizations to sell
our Spring Break package to
Mexico. 800-366-4786.
SPRING BREAK to Mexico with
Mazatlan Express. 800-3664786. www.mazexp.com.
Spring Break insanity!
www.inter-campus.com or call
800-327-6013. Guaranteed lowest prices! Hottest destinations
and parties: Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida, Texas and Bahamas
party. Cruise! Fifteen years
experience. Campus reps wanted. Free trips.
We PAY to party and we need
marketing reps! Great commissions and full training provided.
Reps get FREE trips and VIP
access on site! Lowest spring
break prices and largest parties
in South Padre, Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan. 877-6332386. jobs@intertiatours.com.
On the U of M in Dinkytown.
Spring Break 2003 is now sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Florida and
Ibiza. Book early and get FREE
MEALS. Student Express sponsors the best parties and is now
hiring salaried salespeople, campus reps and on-site staff.
Contact www.studentexpress.com
or 800-787-3787.

Help Wanted
The Fargodome is accepting
applications for part-time concessions workers, which include:
daytime cashiers, evening
cashiers, daytime cooks/kitchen
prep, evening cooks/kitchen
prep and warehouse workers.
Hours vary according to event
schedules. Applicants are
encouraged to fill out applications at the Fargodome, 1800 N.
University Drive, Fargo. No
phone calls please. Equal opportunity employer.
Ideal part-time job for students.
Light commercial cleaning in
office buildings. Early evening
hours, Monday through Friday.
Shifts are from two to five hours
per night. No weekends. Apply in
person at 3431 Fourth Ave. S.,
Suite C, Fargo.

Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs
and Student Groups. Earn
$1,000 to $2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus
Fundraiser three-hour fund-raising event. Our programs make
fund-raising easy with no risks.
Fund-raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works. Contact Campus
Fundraiser at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
The Fargodome is seeking parttime operation workers to assist
in event set up/tear down and
load in and out of concerts.
Wages starting at $7.25 per
hour. Hours vary according to
event schedules. Applicants are
encouraged to fill out applications at the Fargodome, 1800 N.
University Drive, Fargo. No
phone calls please. Equal opportunity employer.
Would you like to make the best
tips in town? Call The Northern
Gentlemen’s Club for details:
237-5410.
The Fargodome is seeking parttime custodial workers to assist
in event and post-event cleans.
Wages starting at $7.25 per
hour. Hours vary according to
event schedules. Applicants are
encouraged to fill out applications at the Fargodome, 1800 N.
University Drive, Fargo. No
phone calls please. Equal opportunity employer.
Field canvassers are needed to
help North Dakota Democratic
candidates in Fargo and surrounding communities. The canvassers will communicate with
and mobilize voters. Applicants
should have an understanding of
the electoral process, a commitment to Democratic candidates
and issues, be comfortable making “cold” door knocks and be
enthusiastic, outgoing and team
players. Salary: $1,500/month or
$7/hour for part time. Positions
start now and last through
Election Day. To apply, e-mail
your cover letter and resume to
grantscholl@yahoo.com or call
Grant at 701-772-4000.

For Rent
Large efficiency, downtown
Fargo. Starting at $260. Heat
paid, laundry. 238-0081.
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
advance of publication. Classifieds will not be taken over the
phone. No tearsheets are given and no refunds are given on cancellations.
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m. for the issue published on
Thursday, no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds, Minnesota State University
Moorhead, Box 130, Moorhead, MN 56560. Ads with payment may
also be dropped off in The Advocate office, Room 110 in the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is responsible only for the cost of the first
incorrect insertion of the ad. It is the responsibility of the advertiser
to check the accuracy of the ad and make corrections if necessary.
The Advocate will not be liable for slight aesthetic changes or typographical errors that do not lessen the intent of the ad. The
Advocate is not responsible for errors due to illegible copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAILABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted, Other,
For Rent, Personals, Roommates, Textbooks, Spring Break, Typing
Services, Wanted to Buy.
One-bedroom, intercom security,
heat/water paid, AC, celing fan,
miniblinds. Off-street, assigned
parking with plug-ins. Certified
crime, drug free housing. No
parties! No pets. For more information, 293-6764.
Two-bedroom: huge living room,
large kitchen, bath with
tub/shower combo, hardwood
flooring in bedrooms, air conditioned, FREE washer and dryer.
North of campus. 236-1143 or
371-1088.
Three-bedroom: living room with
hardwood flooring, new kitchen
with tub/shower combo, central
air conditioning, FREE washer
and dryer, off-street parking, car
plugs. North of campus. 2361143 or 371-1088.
Four-bedroom: living room with
hardwood flooring, new kitchen,
two full baths with tub/shower
combos, computer room, laundry
room with FREE washer and
dryer. Chest freezer within apartment, air conditioned, second
refrigerator, off-street parking,
car plugs. Northwest of campus.
236-1143 or 371-1088.
Two blocks from campus, huge
two-bedroom, smoke free, quiet
fourplex. Off-street parking, laundry facilities. 233-1881.
Large, clean two-bedroom in
smoke-free building. Off-street
parking, laundry, new kitchen,
bathroom, carpeting. 233-1881.

Typing Services
Will do typing/transcribing. $10
per hour, experienced typist. Call
Janelle, 271-0993.

For Sale
Honda Accord LXi Sedan, 4d,
1988. Moon roof, AC, loaded.
$2,500. 236-7465.
Gateway Celeron Intel Windows
95, CD-ROM, 722C HewlettPackard Kodak printer. $400.
Call/leave message. 361-7582.

Other
FREE SELF-ADMINSTERED
PREGNANCY TESTS. No questions asked and nonjudgmental.
Contact the Women's Network at
233-2737 or wnrrv@wnrrv.org.
FREE pregnancy tests — immediate results with a registered
nurse. Call 237-6530.
Empowering women to make a
sound choice. 1351 Page Drive,
Suite 205 (south of Ground
Round in Fargo). Monday: 9
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Thursday: 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Friday: 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
www.aaapregnancyclinic.com.
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ValleyCon draws ‘nerds’ to Fargo
By KATIE JOHNSON
Staff Writer

ValleyCon 27 invaded FargoMoorhead last weekend, drawing hundreds of gamers,
Trekkies, artists and aspiring
authors from around the country. Presented by Red River
Science Fiction and Fantasy,
this extravaganza features Live
Action Role-Playing (LARP, a
game similar to Dungeons and
Dragons), a gaming room with
Magic, Full Thrust and Take
Back The Mine players, an art
auction and science-fiction
writing lectures.
Kevin J. Anderson and
Rebecca Moesta, best-selling
authors of the “Star Wars,” “XFiles,” “Buffy the Vampire

Slayer” novels and “Dune” prequels spoke and conducted
workshops. Also speaking at
the ceremony were comic artist
Dave DeVries and guest star
Virginia Hey, actress of
“Farscape” and “Road Warrior.”
Two MSUM professors made
an appearance at ValleyCon.
English
professors
John
Sherman and Sharon Scapple
spoke at three panels: Harry
Potter, Fantasy Literature and
J.R.R. Tolkein.
“It worked out well there
because there were audiences
of fans, it was really more freewheeling than an average academic conference,” Sherman
said. Fans of the books could
ask questions of the panels.
“I think that fantasy carries a

psychological truth,” said
Scapple, who will teach a children’s literature course this
summer.
The art show, which has
been running for about 20
years, featured “Star Wars”
and “Star Trek” prints, fantasy
art, sculptures and ceramics.
“We have artists who come
from around the country, both
professionals and amateurs,”
says
art
director
Dan
Willstrom. “We have originals
and prints, glassware and pottery. The auction does very
well.”
DJ Koi and psychedelic/reggae band Sunny Travels
rocked the stage Friday.
Opening night of the convention, “dance clubs” and parties

scattered the Doublewood Inn,
a highlight of the event. With
the proper badge, anyone
could enter these private “hospitality suites.” Loud thumping music and strobe lights
were the scene surrounding
the pool area.
Some might call them nerds
or geeks, but many ValleyCon
goers think it is a compliment.
“When somebody calls me a
nerd, I don’t necessarily consider it to be a bad thing,”
Micah Winegar of Fargo
laughs as he plays Magic with
two friends by the pool. “I
couldn’t get a badge because I
bought too much alcohol.”

think there’s any other reason why I would change [colleges].”
S e n i o r
J a s o n
Bellitto
of
Buffalo,
N.Y.,
said
he
likes
M S U M ’ s
s m a l l e r
campus,
film major
Bellitto
and supportive personnel.
“I like the quality of education. It’s good,” Bellitto said.
“I didn’t want to go somewhere that’s too big, like

Syracuse, where you’re just a
number.”
Bellitto said he applied at
different New York colleges,
including New York State
University, plus a college in
Erie, Pa., but research
showed him that Minnesota
was a viable option.
“I wanted to stay in New
York, but the schools there
are tough to get into,” Bellitto
said. “In my research, I found
that MSUM had a film program. I applied, got accepted
and started in the New
Center. Since then, I’ve gotten out and will graduate in
May.”

Bellitto said he has relatives
living in the Midwest, so he
had previously visited the
region.
However, adjusting to the
move was still hard.
“I didn’t know anybody
here. Nobody from Buffalo is
going to end up here,”
Bellitto said. “Whenever I run
into [old] friends, they’re like,
‘Where did you go again?’”
Bellitto said his new friends
in Minnesota were also surprised at his choice of higher
education.
“I say I’m from New York
and they automatically think
New York City,” Bellitto said.

ing, but he’s interested to
learn if the incentive will
make an impact.
“Clearly, there’s not going to
be a swarm of students. It
will just be an increase in
what we have now and a nice
enrichment to our campus,”
Barden said. “We’ll just have
to wait and see.”
MSUM
registrar
John
Tandberg said he also thinks
the every state/same rate
incentive is a good promotional tool.
“What Minnesota has going
for it is not weather or topography. It’s a well-educated
workforce,” Tandberg said.
“Good schools have been
here for a long time. That
works well for us.”
Tandberg said the projection for MSUM’s 2002-03
student body was 7,657 and
enrollment hit that number

exactly Oct. 2. He said head
count increased 3 percent
and full-time equivalents
(FTE) improved 4.3 percent
from last year.
“That’s
even
stronger
growth and, in a sense, more
important growth,” Tandberg
said. “It’s easier to guess FTE
because that’s a bigger mass.
Head count is a little tougher
to be accurate.”
Tandberg said he knows of
other universities across the
country that have also
altered the way non-resident
tuition is assessed.
“In all those cases, they
were lowering it. It has a lot
to do in terms of the state,
with
economic
issues,”
Tandberg said. “That’s why I
think it [lower out-of-state
tuition]
is
good
for
Minnesota.”
Tandberg said the concept
isn’t too unusual since many
international and out-ofstate students were already
receiving reduced tuition fees
due to academic ability,
geography or talent.
“We were maybe only
charging one-third of the
students full [out-of-state
rates]. The President just got
one step braver than others
[Minnesota colleges and universities],” Tandberg said.
“Others will be doing it
[reducing
out-of-state
tuition]. New York isn’t going
to empty because it’s suddenly reasonable to go to
MSUM,” he said. “It just
makes MSUM a more interesting place.”

Johnson can be reached
at katiej_57260@yahoo.com.
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Actress Virginia Hey of
“Farscape” was a featured
guest at ValleyCon 27.

❒ OUT-STATE, from front
never get out of there. I have
to do it now or never.”
She said she’d always heard
Minnesota
stereotypes
included nice people, accents
and cold weather.
“Everyone
was
saying,
‘When you come back home,
you’re going to sound just
like them,’” Lin said. “They
said, ‘You’re going to freeze
your ass off there.’”
Lin said she does feel safer
in Fargo-Moorhead at night
than she did in Honolulu.
She plans to graduate from
MSUM.
“I hope to, unless the cold
gets to me,” Lin said. “I don’t

❒ TUITION, from front
ment,” Barden said. “All of
the projections for growth in
the economy in the state —
as opposed to the availability
of educated and skilled people
—
indicated
that
Minnesota institutions would
not come close to meeting the
needs of the state in terms of
graduates.”
Barden said the state’s goal
is for the tuition incentive to
encourage more people to
move to Minnesota, graduate
from college and then enter
the Minnesota workforce.
“This particular year isn’t
going to be a good test. Next
year will be,” Barden said.
“All year long, all of our
material will indicate that
there are no out-of-statetuition [fees].
Barden
said
MSUM’s
growth is mostly due to
retention rather than recruit-

Finneman can be reached
at crusher69@hotmail.com.

“The next thing they ask is,
‘What the hell are you doing
here?’”
Bellitto said he found it
unusual to meet so many
people who graduated from
small high schools, but he
learned to like the smaller
setting.
“I’ve been fortunate to have
really good professors. They
take the time to get to know
your name and if you need
anything,” Bellitto said. “The
size of the school, for me, is
perfect.”
Finneman can be reached
at crusher69@hotmail.com.

